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Baudrillard as the Skin of the Future
Dr. Arthur Kroker

Author, editor, educator and researcher of political science, technology and culture

Dr. Oleg Maltsev

Author, EUASU Academician, founder and head of the Memory Institute

Interview
Dr. Oleg Maltsev: You have known Jean
Baudrillard for 15 years. How would you describe Baudrillard as a person and scholar?
Dr. Arthur Kroker: Jean Baudrillard was
an immensely gracious, very warm and intellectually curious person. As a scholar, he was
somebody who thinks about the world in social, cultural, political terms. He was acutely
insightful, perceptive and deeply knowledgeable. Jean Baudrillard was a prophetic historian of the future. I always think that Baudrillard is a Nietzsche of our times in many ways.
OM: Why Nietzsche?
AK: For two reasons. Nietzsche said once
that his thought would only be understood
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posthumously, that it will be only understood
by future generations who would live in the
reality he had prophesied. I think it’s really
the same with Baudrillard. The reality that he
was describing has appeared now and will really represent the structure of the 21st century.
OM: If Nietzsche’s works were understood
only posthumously, what was the case with
Baudrillard’s works during his lifetime? How
did people perceive his works?
AK: During his lifetime he was immensely influential on a very broad level, in the arts
community, in the popular press in North
America, and certainly in the disciplines of

sociology, politics, philosophy, cultural studies and information studies. Particularly in
the artistic community, Baudrillard’s works
were immensely and massively influential.
OM: Could we say that Jean Baudrillard is
the brightest figure when it comes to the philosophy of postmodernism?
AK: The brightest figure? Sounds good, I
think that’s very accurate.
OM: What kind of an approach should people take to studying his works?
AK: There are many different approaches
which are appropriate. Jean Baudrillard intellectually influenced many different people in
many different ways. Baudrillard was a ‘pataphysician in the tradition of Alfred Jarry, and
Alfred Jarry invented the science of imaginary solutions. I always thought that all of
Baudrillard’s writings were very much a ‘pataphysics of the contemporary era. I think that
we are living today in a world which is like
the scheme formulated by Jean Baudrillard in
some ways.
Let me be explicit about this in detail. Baudrillard’s thought provided a deeply prophetic survey of the present politics and culture
but also of the future and the past. He identified four major tendencies in the future of
our postmodern society. One of them appears
at the level of political economy. He was definitely the first and best in describing the contemporary movement towards digital capitalism. His books, “The Mirror of Production”
and “For a Critique of the Political Economy
of the Sign” represented a significant break
with Marxism in describing how we move beyond the binary exchanges between use-value and exchange value to the new era of symbolic exchange. The process of symbolic exchange with its diffusion of sign-values are a
way of describing the appearance of the contemporary culture of simulation and, with
that, the inauguration in the economic sphere
of digital capitalism.
The second principle, I think is the essence
of Baudrillard’s thought: the entire existence
of the mass society that we live in is driven

by fatal death drives. Not a life principle but
the death drives as the primal instinct motivating technological society. This is expressed
in the accelerated hyper glittering, hyper seductive language of digital reality itself, For
Baudrillard, the ‘perfect crime’ committed by
digital technology is its murder of the reality-principle—the triumph of a technological
society which in its hygienic logic, its technological perfectibility, replaces the ambiguity
and uncertainties of material reality with the
circulating illusions of the hyper-real. Here,
the ecstasy of catastrophe drives society forward it represented the movement to a world,
which has more than an illusion, it is perfectly accelerated, perfectly hygienic, technologically perfect. At the same time, it is continuously on the verge of imminent collapse and
it does periodically collapse. That’s what Nietzsche described as a death drive, and what
Freud described as a death instinct, and Baudrillard does the same.
OM: Do I understand correctly that when
we speak about the first prophecy of Baudrillard it is his insight that the economics and society totally depend on sign, that the language
of sign-values becomes the overriding power?
AK: Yes, definitely.
OM: And could we paraphrase the second
principle as “death drive is …”
AK: the essence of the language of contemporary technology.
OM: Do these two premises constitute the
foundation of Jean Baudrillard’s thought?
AK: I would add two more to these. The
third principle I think is essential (especially reading the original contribution of JB) —
his theory of simulation, the theory that reality has imploded into the era of the hyperreal, where things are more real than real. I
think that’s a really profound insight and accurately describes the world in which we live
in every dimension. Fourth, the principle of
cultural seduction. Seduction is very important because for JB seduction means that everything has a moment of hidden reversibility within it. Imminent and hidden reversibil-
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ity. Things can change to their opposite states
immediately. And that accounts for their fascination, and their scandal, and their imaginary possibilities.
OM: Hidden reversibility – such as fatalism?
AK: Yes. Here is an example. The United
States achieves the apogee of unconstrained
capitalism with the Trump presidency. But, at
the same time, what makes the United States
the defining expression of postmodernity is
the instant reversibility of the structural logic of society as a whole. Thus, confronted with
the end of the Obama era with its conflicted
loyalties to social justice and the high security
state, two very different, but decisive, political
choices were present. Right-wing populism
with its basis in reactive white anger and unfettered capitalism or left-wing populism, as
represented by Bernie Sanders, with its commitment to social justice and a moderate version of social democracy. The establishment
of the democratic party squashed the populist
insurgency that was the Sanders’ candidacy
in favor of neo-liberalism of Hillary Clinton.
In the absence of a left wing populist candidate, the American electorate moved to rightwing populism. For myself, the lesson learned
is a Baudrillardian one, namely that the real seduction of the United States is its imminent reversibility, that its politics can signswitch in an instant between the white rage of
right-wing populism and the demands for social justice of left-wing populism. Each form
of populism energizes the system as a whole.
Each social movement brings a system which,
as Baudrillard notes, is always dying of its lack
of energy back to life.
OM: And this instant reverse was seen
during Obama and then Trump’s administration? There are many arguments when it comes
to simulation and the levels of it. What is the
accurate understanding of them?
AK: Yes, it’s true. Well, for Baudrillard, historical change represents the different stages in the maturity of the logic of sign-value.
When the sign appears in society, it is a direct representation of value. It is descriptive
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of things which are actually happening—a direct correlation between that which is to be
symbolized and its representational value.
That, of course, immediately leads to the second order of simulation, namely that point
in the logic of symbolic exchange where the
sign becomes alienated from the object, a
broken mirror which refusing to be a perfect
representation finds freedom by transgressing the language of value, often presenting itself as the very opposite of the object represented. Thus begins the age of alienation and
with that the perversion of reality—the tangible scent that the sign is covering up the hidden presence of an “obscure realty.” For Baudrillard, the transgression of the sign, that is,
the intangible presence of an obscure reality
to which the sign points but which it is incapable of fully expressing, leads, almost inevitably, to an age of sorcery, to a proliferation of
signs which mask the disappearance of reality itself. It is, then, only a short symbolic step
from signs disguising the disappearance of reality from the contemporary era of hyperreality where reality itself disappears into a proliferation of signs, the circulation of sign-value at the speed of escape velocity that what
is now known as media culture. With this,
simulation becomes a reality of its very own,
blasting off from its material fetters, becoming purely symbolic, purely informational, always reversible, fluctuating, filled with endless spin and indefinite velocity.
Consider the historical progression of capitalism from its origins in use-value (work or
starve) to its transformation, first into the
language of exchange-value and now into the
language of symbolic exchange. This is powerfully represented by the language of advertising which excels in the logic of simulation,
sometimes presenting objects in the always
seductive logic of transgression, sometimes
by hyping commodities in the language of appearance (that fashion industry with its many variations of the beauty myth), and, now
in the age of social media, advertising objects
as seductive because they are realities in their

own right. That, in fact, is the real seduction
of contemporary social media, that they have
achieved the fourth stage of simulation, that
social media are reality generators, enclosed
cybernetic universes, which spiking quickly beyond use-value and exchange-value exist
in the order of pure symbolic exchange.
OM: Could we say that simulation is related to myths?
AK: Oh yes, that’s a nice way of saying
things. Simulation is still held down, because
it is trying to approximate material realities.
The fourth stage of capitalism which Baudrillard talked about at the end of his life
was virtual capitalism. At this stage, there is
no necessary relationship between sign-value and material reality. The intense transversal flow of high finance around the world instantly and insistently and all this moving at
the speed of light is the emblematic sign of the
transition of capitalism itself into the age of
virtuality.

I think of Baudrillard as an artist, and as
a ‘pataphysician understood that this would
unleash a society which has an element of absurdity and that no moral judgement can be
made on this (moral judgements are outside
of Baudrillard’s province). He was interested
in describing the delirious results of this. That
is why Baudrillard’s thought has a fascination about it, because he as a thinker genuinely understood that the society we are driving
towards has delirium at is center. Extremes,
dominate. The logic of instant reversals of
meaning are everywhere. The system as a
whole simultaneously pushes towards the illusion of a ‘connected world” while delivering
the actual reality of bitterly contested disconnections in religion, politics, race and class
with all this covered up by the rise and fall of
the language of appearance—spurious scandals, ersatz controversies, the spin of ‘breaking news.” In other words, we are already living in the age of fully accomplished nihilism.

Baudrillard was a master
in understanding virtuality
OM: Speaking of the third stage, could we
say that the simulation of capitalism is a certain accumulation of myths (intertwined in a
certain manner) that substitute for the meaning and understanding of the capitalism?
AK: That’s an interesting way of describing
it.
OM: If we take the example of business, the
same thing would apply to it as well?
AK: Yes, and today, I think business already represents the past stage of society. Today we truly live under the sign of virtual reality—a stage driven by technology. It is what
I call quantum culture, that point where the
language of science, technology and art permeate reality as a whole, making everything
subject to the uncertainty principle—indeterminate, in flux, instantly reversible.

OM: Could we say that this fourth stage
is about a series of myths which were transformed into something (let’s say business), and
that myths became embodied and became our
reality, and that we did not really notice how it
all happened?
AK: Definitely, we become quickly adapted to hyperreality when the concept of reality breaks up, when the real becomes more
than real. Hypperreal, technologically intensified reality. When realities can be invented
by the language of technology, technologies
of power, capitalism or fashion – that reality is purely delirious in its character. It can reverse, there is an element of extremism about
it and it manages to change its state instantly.
An illusion of an imaginary reality.
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OM: Hypperreality is an aggregation of the
majority’s illusions, which became a reality for
people without their awareness. Is illusion a
foundation of an imaginary reality and then as
a simulation of imaginary reality?
AK: And simulation of meaning.
OM: Could you please elaborate?
AK: There is a loss of the referential quality of many signifiers, whether those of consciousness, sexuality, gender, politics. The
sense of a fixed reality begins to weaken and
the meaning of any of these signifiers simply
begins to float. Language becomes perfectly
surrealistic, capable of operating in its imaginary, increasingly under the sign of illusion it’s surrealistic in character.
Gender is a perfect example. North America has witnessed a strong current in which
gender has been liberated from its material reference - the biological division between
male and female. Another example is the illusion of liberation through imperial power, of national greatness, in the teeth of factual weakness. Trump’s slogan “Make America
great again”, which is clung to a real missionary fervor by 63 million Americans, is popular
when in reality the actual facts on the ground
are different (the US is being displaced by rise
of China). The United States has a strong desire to build walls (Mexican-American border) which really operates at the level of phantasms of making America strong, illusions of
outsiders being a terrorist threat to society—
political phantasmagorias linked to people’s
feeling anxiety and fear which are projected
in the form building a bunkered walled state
as a means of achieving security of person and
identity. Just as Baudrillard predicted, ours is
an age of purely imaginary politics with its
phantasmatic logic, strong psychoanalytical
drives, exploding anger, primal instincts, fear
and violence. Neither a society of use-value or
exchange-value, but now symbolic exchange
is everywhere with the hyper-simulated realities of the media floating away from hard facts
on the ground.
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OM: If you were to teach a course on Baudrillard, what would be five books that you’d
give to your students?
AK: “Forget Foucault”, because this is
where Baudrillard breaks with what has later become the poststructuralist view of power, the view which is prevalent today.
“Seduction”, because this focuses on the
language of reversibility in the disappearing
essence of things.
“Symbolic Exchange and Death”, which is
very important in analyzing the role of the
death drives in contemporary society.
“The Spirit of Terrorism”, which is written
more recently and captures the post-9/11 reality.
And finally, “The Perfect Crime”, which
is exemplary of his last works and, I think, a
perfect tombstone written in advance for the
21st century.
OM: Arthur Kroker, thank you.
Arthur Kroker and Oleg Maltsev from an interview in the series of “The Legacy of Jean Baudrillard”, Expedition Journal, February, 2020
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Questions for Jean Baudrillard:
Continental Drift
Deborah Solomon

American art critic, journalist and biographer

Interview
Deborah Solomon: As one of France’s most
celebrated philosophers, can you give us any insight into the civil discontent that is pitting a
generation of young people against the rest of
the country?
Jean Baudrillard: It will get worse and
worse and worse. For a long time, it was a relatively friendly coexistence or cohabitation,
but the French haven’t done much to integrate
the Muslims, and there is a split now. Our organic sense of identity as a country has been
split.
DS: Perhaps that was inevitable. Many of us
here were surprised last year when the French
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government banned hijabs, head scarves, and
other religious emblems from public schools.
JB: Yes, in America there is more of a history of immigration. America is constituted
by ethnic communities, and though they may
compete with one another, America is still
America. Even if there were no Americans
living in the United States, there would still
be America. France is just a country; America is a concept.
DS: Are you saying that America represents
the ideal of democracy?
JB: No, the simulation of power.

DS: At 76, you are still pushing your famous
theory about ‘simulation’ and the ‘simulacrum’,
which maintains that media images have become more convincing and real than reality.
JB: All of our values are simulated. What
is freedom? We have a choice between buying one car or buying another car? It’s a simulation of freedom.
DS: So you don’t think that the US invaded
Iraq to spread freedom?
JB: What we want is to put the rest of the
world on the same level of masquerade and
parody that we are on to put the rest of the
world into simulation, so all the world becomes total artifice and then we are allpowerful. It’s a game.

sion, they talk to the press, and they are no
longer talking among themselves.
DS: Do you think there are intellectuals in
America?
JB: For us, there was Susan Sontag and Noam Chomsky. But that is French chauvinism.
We count ourselves. We don’t pay attention
to what comes from outside. We accept only
what we invented.
DS: Were you a friend of Susan Sontag?
JB: We saw each other from time to time,
but the last time it was terrible. She came to
a conference in Toronto and blasted me for
having denied that reality exists.
DS: Do you read the work of any American
writers?

What is freedom? We have a choice
between buying one car or buying another car?
It’s a simulation of freedom.
DS: When you say ‘we’, who are you talking
about? In your new book, The Conspiracy of
Art, you are pretty hard on this country.
JB: France is a by-product of American
culture. We are all in this; we are globalised.
When Jacques Chirac says ‘No!’ to Bush about
the Iraq war, it’s a delusion. It’s to insist on the
French as an exception, but there is no French
exception.
DS: Hardly. France chose not to send soldiers to Iraq, which has real meaning for countless individual soldiers, for their families and
for the state.
JB: Ah, yes. We are ‘against’ the war because it is not our war. But in Algeria, it was
the same. America didn’t send soldiers when
we fought the Algerian war. France and
America are on the same side. There is only
one side.
DS: Isn’t that kind of simplistic reasoning
why people get so tired of French intellectuals?
JB: There are no more French intellectuals.
What you call French intellectuals have been
destroyed by the media. They talk on televi-

JB: I read many, many American novelists.
Updike, Philip Roth, Truman Capote. I prefer
American fiction to French fiction.
DS: Perhaps French literature fell prey to
French theory?
JB: Unfortunately, French literature starved
itself. It didn’t need French theory in order to
die. It died by itself.
DS: Some here feel that the study of the humanities at our universities has been damaged
by the incursion of deconstruction and other
French theories.
JB: That was the gift of the French. They
gave Americans a language they did not need.
It was like the Statue of Liberty. Nobody needs
French theory.
Original publication: ‘Questions for Jean
Baudrillard: Continental Drift’, New York
Times Magazine, 20 November 2005, 22.
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What is real? Transitional Space:
Baudrillard, Winnicott, Psychoanalysis
Dr. John Farnsworth
University of Otago
3
Abstract
This paper takes up a psychoanalytic critique of Baudrillard’s critical theory to discuss
how his formulation of the real, the object and
the hyperreal can be opened up in quite different ways. This is by drawing on the concept
of potential space and transitional phenomena. These have been extensively developed in
the work of the psychoanalyst, Donald Winnicott. He investigated how the experience of
the real is generated and how it emerges from
a pre-symbolic overlapping of subject and object before they are differentiated in the areas
of symbolic exchange or the semiotic. The pa-

per suggests that provides new and potentially complementary ways of understanding the
real alongside Baudrillard’s writing.
Key Words: Baudrillard, Winnicott, transitional space, the real, object, reversibility
Introduction
The tragedy of critical theory is that it has
never been able to theorize this potential,
transitional, symbolic space, although it has
always been concerned with it. Critical theory expects so much from the subject that it
can only explain away the damage by attrib-
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uting fantastic, demonic power to the object. ing Winnicott’s account of transitional space
It leaves nothing human in between.
and phenomena. Both writers mobilise par(Levin 1991, 178) adoxes in their views of the real, but I argue
that these are usefully complementary perThis intriguing statement by Canadian spectives that illuminate Baudrillard’s work
psychoanalyst Charles Levin is aimed square- on the hyperreal and simulacra. Another, by
ly at one theorist in particular: Jean Bau- contrast, is to outline Baudrillard’s own cridrillard. Although Levin’s essay received lit- tique of psychoanalysis and the unconscious
tle subsequent response, and certainly none where, for example, he counterposes the pofrom Baudrillard himself, it offers an unusu- etic and the psychoanalytic (1981).
al and penetrating critique of Baudrillard’s
What is at stake here? In brief, it amounts
writing. In part, this is because Levin explores to two contrasting accounts of object formathe concept of subject and object at moments tion: one, Winnicott’s, around the object and
before they become differentiated. He does object space as a dynamic process; the other,
so from the standpoint of object relations, a Baudrillard’s, describing the object’s increastheory which extends and reworks many of ing domination as sign, where ‘the object sysFreud’s foundational ideas within psychoanal- tem translates drives, emotions and their amysis (Greenberg and Mitchell 1983). The En- bivalences into Sign form’ (Pawlett, 2008)
glish psychoanalyst, Donald Winnicott (1945, in order to become objects of consumption
1965, 1971), extended the boundaries of ob- (Baudrillard 1981). At first blush, this conject relations through his study of how ob- trast might simply appear to rehearse the opject formation takes place. This demonstrat- position between humanist and posthumaned the formation of intermediate space, one ist perspectives. In practice, the ambiguity inbetween and prior to subject and object for- herent in transitional space disturbs this simmation which is where, according to accepted ple dichotomy and raises the very questions
clinical thought, the constitution of the truly that Levin wants to address.
human takes place (Brogan 2021). This area
is the realm of transitional space, objects and
Levin and Baudrillard
phenomena (1971) formations which have
Levin’s central argument is that Baudrilhad enduring clinical power (Ogden 2021, lard’s analyses constitute ‘a theory of reificaSvrakic et al 2021). Levin takes the notion of tion’:
transitional space as profoundly unsettling this may be ‘different from the traditional
Baudrillard’s conception of simulation, simu- critical theory of reification; it has turned inlacra and hyperreality and, in a larger sense, to what Baudrillard now calls “simulation”.
broader critical theory projects. Levin’s com- But this is still a theory of reification.
mentary on Baudrillard, however, also rais(Levin 1971: 171)
es some difficult questions of paradox and incommensurability around these accounts of
He pursues this idea through Baudrilsubject and object.
lard’s reading of Marx’s commodity fetishism
There are several ways to engage with to conclude that any commodity is ‘an obLevin’s position. Here, I will develop his de- ject which has been inserted as an arbitrary
scription of transitional phenomena in order term into a purely self-referential system of
to highlight how he critiques the reification signifiers which decides the object’s meaning’
he finds in Baudrillard’s writing. I will outline (1971: 173). In other words, ‘The commodihow this fails to address developments in Bau- ty is an object in a system of objects; it is condrillard’s later thought. This opens up the pos- sumed as a sign of that system (1971: 174);
sibility of discussing two perspectives on the it becomes a sign-object. As Pawlett (2008:
real in Baudrillard and Winnicott by develop- n.p.) puts it, the ‘sign-object system offers a
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sense of freedom, autonomy and sovereignty
to consumers but only on condition that we
accept the sense of individuality and personality that is given by the system.’ Levin (1971:
174) comments that ‘meaning does not exist
in a relationship between people (what Baudrillard would call Symbolic Exchange), but
in the inner relations of signs and commodities among themselves.’ This is what he understands Baudrillard ([1970]2012) to mean by
the paradox ‘that consumption has turned into a “system of interpretation” without meaning (Levin 1971: 177).’ There is no meaning
because there is no symbolic exchange: ‘The
symbolic is always about the potentiality of
a relationship’ (Levin 1971: 177 and see Baudrillard 1981).
This amounts to the reification which
Levin (1971) emphasizes and, it is from this
point, that he develops his critique in relation
to transitional phenomena. What this critique
misses is the directions in Baudrillard’s later work, written after Levin’s own paper was
published. So, there is no discussion of the hyperreal, simulacra or simulation; nor of Baudrillard’s critique of postmodernity where
‘individuals flee from the “desert of the real”
for the ecstasies of hyperreality and the new
realm of computer, media, and technological experience’ (Kellner 2020: n.p.). As Kellner (2020: n.p.) comments, ‘the growing power of the world of objects over the subject has
been Baudrillard’s theme from the beginning,
thus pointing to an underlying continuity in
his project.’
He sees this articulated in works such as
Fatal Strategies, where ‘the object dominates
or “defeats” the subject’ or The Perfect Crime
(1996), where the elimination of all the imperfections of human life and the world through
virtual reality, amounts to ‘the elimination
of reality itself, the Perfect Crime’ (Kellner
2020).
Coulter (2004, n.p.) proposes that Symbolic Exchange and Death (1993) had already introduced Baudrillard’s ‘one great thought’:
the idea of reversibility and seduction. This,
he argues, is instanciated in The Perfect Crime

(1996) ‘where three decades of thought and
writing come together’. These themes, and
those of good and evil, had already been anticipated in earlier work, for example in The
Ecstasy of Communication where Baudrillard
writes (1988, p.92):
“Everything is being reversed into the enigma of an Object, endowed with passions and
original strategies, an object in which one
senses the evil genius, a genius more evil
and more genial deep down than the subject,
whose endeavors it victoriously opposes in a
kind of endless duel.
In this context, Coulter (2004, n.p.) argues:
Baudrillard sees the perfect crime as our
doomed attempt to render the world (which
is fundamentally a world of illusion) knowable in computer models and information,
by the “cloning of reality” and the “extermination of the real [the original illusion] by its
double.”
In this context ‘the object is considered more
cunning, cynical, talented than the subject,
for which it lies in wait’ (Baudrillard 1990,
p.181). Consequently, as Coulter (2004, n.p.)
comments,
For Baudrillard then, theory precedes the
world because there is nothing that can be
said of the world that is not framed by our
approach to it. Without an exchange with
theory, the world does not exist. The real
is always a challenge to theory and our only strategy can be to use theory to challenge
the real.
As Baudrillard (2001, p. 128) writes:
Does the world have to have meaning, then?
That is the real problem. If we could accept
this meaninglessness of the world, then we
could play with forms, appearances and our
impulses, without worrying about their ultimate destination.
Such passages illustrate the reversibility
and seduction involved in the ceaseless massifying of information which, ironically, in-
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tensifies the hyperreal the more strenuous the
Just how different this domain is can be
attempts are to reach or produce the real.
gathered from this quote:
Reading of the hyperreal this way produces I have introduced the terms “transitional oba peculiar, almost dissociated inversion takes jects” and “transitional phenomena” for desplace, which relates to the effect to which ignation of the intermediate area of experiBaudrillard points. Strangely inert, mesmer- ence, between the thumb and the teddy bear,
ising sensation seems to take the place of the between the oral erotism and the true obreading subject, even in the active process of ject-relationship, between primary creative
reading his work. This creates the paradox of activity and projection of what has already
an object ‘considered more cunning, cynical, been introjected, between primary unawaretalented than the subject’ (Baudrillard 1990, ness of indebtedness and the acknowledgep.181). As an illustration in his commentary ment of indebtedness (“Say: ‘ta’”).
on the US, Baudrillard (1994, p.2) writes:
(Winnicott 1971, p.2)

If we could accept this meaninglessness of the world,
then we could play with forms, appearances and
our impulses, without worrying about
their ultimate destination.
Los Angeles and the America that surrounds it are no longer real, but belong to the
hyperreal order and to the order of simulation. It is no longer a question of a false representation of reality (ideology) but of concealing the fact that the real is no longer real, and
thus of saving the reality principle.
This conception and apprehension of the
real could hardly be more distant to Winnicott’s understanding of how the real is constituted by way of transitional space and phenomena, so it is to this that I now turn.
Transitional Phenomena
To investigate transitional space is to enter
a different domain altogether. Winnicott follows how experiential worlds are brought into being; how the quality of aliveness of humanness is established, not simply at the beginning of life, but as a continuing collective, cultural achievement across the lifespan.
Winnicott’s exploration begins with Primitive Emotional Development (1945) continuing through a variety of papers to Playing and
Reality (1971) and Home is Where We Start
From (1990).
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What are such transitional experiences? As
Ogden (2021, p.3) writes ‘they are very early encounters with what is not-me, and yet
they are being woven into what is absolutely
personal to an infant who is early in the process of becoming a subject.’ They commonly
emerge in secure environments where the individual can become absorbed and forgetful
of the outside world. The point of the transitional object, as Winnicott (1971, p.3) writes,
‘is not its symbolic value so much as its actuality’, whether this is ‘a bundle of wool or the
corner of a blanket or eiderdown, or a word
or tune, or a mannerism’ (Winnicott, 1971
p.3). It includes objects which can ‘aﬀectionately cuddled as well as excitedly loved and
mutilated’ (p.5). Yet, paradoxically, such an
object ‘seems to show it has vitality or reality of its own (p.5).1 In this way, Winnicott observes ‘very primitive forms of relating and
playing’ (Davis and Wallbridge 1981, p.58),
spaces that create ‘a resting-place for the individual engaged in the perpetual human task
of keeping inner and outer reality separate yet
interrelated’ (Winnicott 1971, p.2).

If established, such spaces of imagination
and play become lifelong, collective dynamics:
Cultural experience, Winnicott writes, begins as play, and subsequently “leads on to
the whole area of man’s inheritance, including the arts, the myths of history, the slow
march of philosophical thought and the mysteries of mathematics, and of group management and of religion.” (Winnicott, 1986,
p.36) Of the three worlds, the area of cultural experience is the most variable.
(Praglin 2006, p. 6)
In this context, Ogden (2012, p. 5) describes the parallel in his own reading and
writing:
The in-between space ‘that belongs to the
arts and to religion and to imaginative living, and to creative scientiﬁc work’ (Winnicott 1971, p.14) remains an enigma to me,
impossible to penetrate – not reducible to
the terms of creating/discovering/not questioning – and remains a domain about which
I feel a sense of mystery and awe.
Ogden draws attention here to two issues.
The first is an extrapolation from early emotional experience to the dynamics inherent in
constituting every area of sociocultural experience. This is the activity of play as creative
and exploratory in its largest sense, forged
from dynamics identical to originary emotional experience. The second is how the adult
reading act, itself, when it is absorbed and
creative is, similarly, subliminal, implicitly
playful and located in an indefinable, ‘known’
transitional space. As Ogden remarks, transitional space understood in these ways, does
not conform to a typical Freudian developmental sequence. On the contrary, whilst
transitional phenomena clearly enable the
formation of subject and object experiences,
they are not intrinsically linear and chronological in nature: ‘Winnicott’s way of conceiving of “the intermediate space” rejects cause
and eﬀect, chronological and binary thinking’
(Ogden 2021, p.2).2

Baudrillard and Transitional Phenomena
Levin critiques Baudrillard’s writing in terms
of its reification which leaves ‘nothing human
in between.’ However, Baudrillard’s later writing and Winnicott’s precise conceptualization of transitional space suggests a very different understanding. Conversely, it indicates
more commonality and, paradoxically, more
incommensurable elements than Levin allows
for. Both aspects are critical to tracing their
respective approaches to the real, the subject
and object.
The real, Baudrillard claims, “has only ever
been a form of simulation” (2003:39).’ Coulter
(2010, p.3) adds that ‘Capital, the one entity to which our entire system is tethered, is
nothing more than a very complex simulation
(Baudrillard 1993a, p.36):’
If objects (and objects are at the core of our
system), become signs, this is when we will
be in simulation true and proper (Baudrillard 2001, p.129). As yet we are merely Baudrillard believes, in a time when only “the
principle of simulation governs us” (1993a,
p2). If we were completely in simulation,
according to Baudrillard, we would be in a
world from which all reference has disappeared (1993b, p.165).
Against this, Baudrillard develops two positions. In his earlier work, it is the symbolic realm: symbolic exchange and the potlach,
which Moazami (2016, n.p.) describes as ‘gift
exchange, ritual, as well as the act of “seduction”.’ In later work, it is fatal theory: as Coulter
(2004, n.p.) puts it, ‘Theory in his view is not
to be used to reflect the real as in Enlightenment thought, but rather, as an expression of
reversibility, as challenge.’ Baudrillard (1988,
p.22) writes,
If it no longer aspires to a discourse of truth,
theory must assume the form of a world from
which truth has withdrawn. And thus it becomes its very object. …What theory can do
is to defy the world to be more: more objective, more ironic, more seductive, more real
and unreal.
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How, though, can this challenge to be accomplished? There are two potential responses, both of which lie in Winnicott’s account
of the real. Both avoid Baudrillard’s attempt
to examine ‘the dominance of objects without
recourse to object relations theory’ (Breindel,
2019, p.29).
The first response is in the imaginative
realm of potential space: here, as noted earlier, is where the capacity to dream, to realize, to create offers the resources to theory as
challenge. This is precisely because this realm
is pre-symbolic, is necessarily fluid and ambiguous: neither yet subject nor object. On
the contrary, it is the domain of the subjective
object, where symbolic formation takes place,
but remains pre-symbolic: affective, dynamic,
protean, intrinsically experiential. By definition, it is the space, potential and pre-objective, where cultural process is formative.
Such play spaces inherently challenge the
hyperreal and simulacra which, in this context, stand as forms of derealization. Derealization as Breindel (2019, p.30) comments is
parallel to Baudrillard’s conception of simulation by demonstrating ‘a logic in which reality
can only be thought of in terms of progressive
stages of the concretion of unreality.’ As Baudrillard (2008, p. 144) writes himself,
the object does not believe in its own desire;
the object has no desire. It does not believe
anything belongs to it as property, and it entertains no fantasies of reappropriation or
autonomy.

operates despite his dismissal (1981, p.61):
If the poem is not the slip of the tongue or
even the joke, something to account for it is
missing from the theory of the unconscious.
There again lies the danger of falling back
upon the unconscious to explain something
whose process perhaps escapes it.

The point, of course, is that Winnicott has
observed in detail precisely how the processes around cultural phenomena are generated
– but there is no evidence, unlike Lacan, that
Baudrillard ever read his work.
Instead, and as a second response, it is possible to see how Baudrillard’s earlier emphasis on symbolic exchange implies a reliance
on the very richness of human experience
that Winnicott investigates. These symbolic
worlds are produced from the pre-symbolic
realms of transitional space: ‘When symbolism is employed the infant is already clearly distinguishing between fantasy and fact,
between inner objects and external objects,
between primary creativity and perception’
(Winnicott 1951, p.92). Gifts and rituals, for
example, have their origins in exactly the collective, communal transitional phenomena
that Winnicott explores. As noted earlier, the
transitional object ‘widens out’ not only into:
play, and of artistic creativity and appreciation, and of religious feeling, and of dreaming but also of fetishism, lying and stealing,
the origin and loss of affectionate feeling,
drug addiction, the talisman of obsessional
rituals, etc.
In short, unlike the dynamic world of tran(Winnicott 1951, p.91)
sitional space, the object is lifeless and inert.
Elsewhere, Breindel (2019) and Bass (2000)
It suggests, then, that Baudrillard’s resishave argued that Baudrillard’s own psycho- tance to simulated, hyperreal worlds must
analytic position, based on earlier Freudian initially be grounded in the aliveness to which
thought is conflicted, since he claims not on- Winnicott points with transitional phenomely that the ‘the symbolic is already beyond the na. Indeed, as Cole (2010, n.p.) argues, ‘Fatal
unconscious’ (Baudrillard 2017, p.256) but al- theory, in the form of a symbolic gift, seeks to
so, paradoxically, that the unconscious ‘sub- restore order and meaning in our meaningless
sumes all of social life’ (Breindel 2019, p.30). contemporary world: two very “non-postHowever, we might turn to Baudrillard’s link modern” themes.’ Meaning, in this context,
between cultural phenomena and the uncon- appears largely identical to the kinds of meanscious, we can glimpse how transitional space ing investigated by Winnicott.
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We might go further, following Ogden
(2021, p.85), and suggest that in order simply to read a writer such as Baudrillard, the
‘reader lives an experience (in the act of reading)’. Indeed, Baudrillard’s act of writing and
the absorbed of reading both seem to require
a transitional space – the imaginative and, in
effect, playful work necessary for the production and engagement with his complex arguments.
Whatever the case, both responses highlight a combination of commonality and incommensurability between Baudrillard and
Winnicott’s in their approaches to the real
and the object. Commonality, because both
explore the difficulties of constituting and
grasping the real, and of understanding the
object. Incommensurability, because their approach to these questions is radically different. Apart from those outlined here, Baudrillard’s work is a dialogue with critical theory,
Marxism, capital, the postmodern and simulation. None of these largely troubled Winnicott who, although he wrote on larger social worlds, was principally concerned with
understanding the dynamics of psychic life.
Consequently, to take them together suggests
paradox - but paradox itself is a feature readily found in both writers’ work.
Conclusion
It is perhaps surprising to move from
Levin’s opening critique of Baudrillard to a
position where the concept of transitional
space might inform an understanding of his
critical theory. To reach this involves the tension between symbolic and pre-symbolic formations, primarily articulated through how
subject and object positions are formulated.
As discussed, Winnicott proposes that intermediate possibilities, realized through such
concepts as the subjective object, indicate how
imaginative worlds are created and sustained
as cultural phenomena in ways that, implicitly, deny the hyperreal and simulacra. This,
as suggested, supports Baudrillard’s emphasis
on theory, reversibility and the fatal challenge
to the real. It does so by showing how, in ef-

fect, negative resistance, a potential space, is
always available as a challenge to the domination of the object and the hyperreal.
Notes
1. It is important to note Andre Green’s
(2005) critique of Winnicott’s work on play.
Green, also thoroughly versed in Lacan’s
thought, points to a previously unrecognized
aspect of Winnicott’s formulations. This was
disturbances and distortions of play, such as
cheating, competition or foul play that identify the intrusion of rivalry and aggression
(2005, pp. 16 and 30). However, these aspects
move away from the pre-symbolic considered
here towards the symbolic.
2. This suggests we might locate transitional space within philosophy but, in practice,
this is inconclusive. Some accounts explore
Schelling’s naturephilosophy in relation to
Freud but arrive at contradictory conclusions
– and none consider transitional phenomena
(eg McGrath 2011). Fenichel (2016) investigates Schelling’s contribution to the development of the unconscious, and Erkan (2020,
p.495) proposes that ‘Schelling’s conception
of nature renders it as pre-consciously sensed
prior to becoming an object of reflection’. Yet
neither constitute persuasive links to transitional space.
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Interview with Jean Baudrillard:
from popular culture to mass culture
Dr. Roger Célestin

Author, Professor in the French department at University of Connecticut

Interview
Roger Célestin : Let’s begin by trying to come
up with a definition. How would you define
popular culture in France today and what are
its most obvious manifestations? Also, a related
question, since we were speaking before about
America: is there a difference between what is
called culture populaire in France and popular
culture in America? If so, perhaps American
popular culture can be used somehow to define
French culture populaire.
Jean Baudrillard: Well, I don’t really know
how the term popular culture is used in the
United States. I have the impression that it
is much broader and that it is nourished by
the mixture of languages, ethnic groups, and
cultures, all of which doesn’t really exist in
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France. In fact, we don’t really speak about
popular culture in France today any more. I
don’t know if it exists, but in any event the
concept of it has disappeared. It’s a concept
that dates from the 1960s or 1970s, and
after, based on the work of Bourdieu and
many others, and then progressively all of
that was transformed into problems of the
media, of media culture... And then, since the
subject of high culture and popular culture
became almost ‘too hot to handle’, people
preferred the idea that everyone has access
to culture today, so that popular culture was
neutralised in a way, but I don’t know what
it was supposed to consist of exactly, I really
don’t. Regarding literature, for example, there

are popular novels, pulp fiction, the kind of
thing you pick up at airports, and everything
else that circulates like that; perhaps there is a
kind of culture of the movies, that is, as far as
participation is concerned.
RC: Today?
JB: Today, yes. But frankly I’m not really
sure. I don’t think we can talk about popular
culture in the visual arts. Today there is an
enormous process of acculturation. In fact,
maybe it’s this acculturation that masks
culture, if the latter still exists. We don’t
know exactly where to locate the referent
culture, but we are dealing with tremendous
processes of acculturation, especially with
competing bids, kinds of markets . . . If we
can acknowledge that there was once a single
popular culture, culture as singularity, today
all of that has been drowned in culture in
general… that is, in a kind of universality of
culture; even worse, culture has been lost in
a kind of internationalisation of culture, that
is, technicalisation, mediatisation, etc. But
popular culture was never universal, it dealt
more with specificities, and I don’t know how
to analyse that, if it is still possible to explore it
and regain it; in any event, no one talks about
popular culture any more; its discourse and
metadiscourse have been done away with.
RC: You mentioned internationalisation.
When you say internationalisation, do you
mean the Americanisation of culture?
JB: At first, yes. That’s the official discourse.
But I think that universalisation today goes
beyond America, and everyone else, since
in some way it’s the universalisation of
exchanges, of networks that is at work, and
this is beyond Americanisation, at least as
it was viewed before. Obviously, America is
probably a pole anyway, a very strong pole
of these effects of universalisation; America
is simply universal. In this sense, America is
no longer the centre of the world, I think it is
one element of the world. But perhaps what is
strange is that in a culture that is less ‘high’, let’s
say, less elitist, America, American products
and so on, would be a part of French popular

culture, if there were such a thing. And this
seems to be consumed and distributed on
a less elitist level, since elitist culture is a
bit... secretly anti-American in reaction to
Americanisation, to the concept of America as
it has been viewed through the popularisation
of culture. Of course popular culture is not
vulgar culture, but from the point of view of
elitist culture (as the keeper of all the criteria
for passing judgement), there is, in France, a
more popular consumption of movies, novels,
things like that, or of television shows, and all
of that is filtered through America…
RC: …Whereas the opposite is perhaps true
in the United States: the consuming of things
French is rather ...
JB: ...elitist, of course, yes. Yes, I think there
is an exchange here, I don’t know if it’s an even
exchange, but an exchange nonetheless.
RC: Let’s talk a bit more about America. Let
me quote you something you wrote in America:
‘Even in dance, cinema, the novel, fiction,
and architecture, there is something wild in
everything specifically American, something
that has not known the glossy, high-flown
rhetoric and theatricality of our bourgeois
cultures, that has not been kitted out in the
gaudy finery of cultural distinction.’1
JB: I said that? In those terms?
RC: Yes, yes, exactly in those terms.
JB: Well, I think that that’s a bit high-flown
[pomponné] myself. That doesn’t really sound
too much like me...
RC: Well, I like America a lot... but does what
is specifically American, its so-called wildness,
lend itself more to what could be called ‘popular
culture’ than in France? You were saying earlier
that it doesn’t exist any more in France.
JB: Yes. Yes, because, here, there is nothing
left in its natural, crude state. I’m not saying
either that in America... well, it’s kind of
a European fantasy to project this sort of
wildness onto America, but we need to get
it back somehow, don’t we? And I did find it
in America, it’s true even in the most recent
products. For example, even in merchandising
there was something crude and wild that, in a
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certain way, preserved this ‘culture’, if it can
be called that, this kind of circulation; yet
it preserved a kind of... prestige value, yes,
that’s it, a kind of elitism. I don’t know if we
can say that one is bourgeois and the other
isn’t, because these, too, are terms that have
disappeared... To speak of bourgeois culture
today, and of the bourgeoisie in general no
longer makes much sense. I think things
are taking shape differently. It seemed to me
that there was even, in American cultural
manifestations, a kind of excessiveness; this
may not be savage or wild in the sense of
‘primitive’, of ‘primitive culture’. I did speak of
America in terms of a primitive society, which
did not in fact please my American critics at
all. But what I meant by primitive society was
a kind of... crude society, something that had
not been developed over generations, etc.,
and that came especially from something that
we didn’t have here, or if we did, it was a very
long time ago: the effect of mixing, of... the
promiscuity of all things and a mixture of
cultures, immigrant cultures that we...
RC: Precisely; one – especially a foreigner
who returns to France periodically – gets the
impression that recently there has been a much
greater presence of a French population of
non-European origins – North Africans, West
Africans...
JB: Yes, yes.
RC: What is the contribution of this
population to what could still be called popular
culture in France?
JB: There isn’t any . . .
RC: ...You said that in the United States...
JB: ...Yes, in the US, but because there
are expressions, that come from blacks,
Hispanics, etc. In the first place, they speak
their language. Hispanics, for example, speak
their language; immigrants here speak French
among themselves, there is no Arab culture,
that is, no Muslim culture, that has developed
independently. It’s not at all the same here. I
don’t believe there is any basic culture that
they imported or that they revived... No,
they have really been dispossessed. They
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are not integrated in the same way, at least
I don’t think so. There is no popular culture
that derives from there. Of course there are
groups... in music, perhaps in dance, but I’m
not much of an expert on all that, no doubt in
terms of music, some groups, some theatrical
companies among the younger generations...
the most recent generation, the one that
was born here. But precisely, the generation
that was born here is extremely, is entirely
assimilated. And that is the only generation.
There are large groups, Portuguese, Italians,
but they never developed their own culture,
they never transferred their culture or created
other things. No, whether it is a virtue or a
fault, France has great powers of assimilation,
at least in this sense, because obviously from
an economic point of view it’s something else
entirely...
RC: So mixing is more difficult, and we see
less a manifestation of mixing...
JB: ...Yes, yes, but that in fact is the flaw in
all of French culture. One is accepted – there
have been many, many elements that have
come from outside, in painting for example
– but still, one is only accepted when one
enters the French cultural zone, when one
is assimilated. There is a force that perhaps
comes from tradition, I don’t really know,
but we [the French] are not very receptive
to heterogeneity. It has to be transformed,
metabolised into French culture.
RC: Perhaps it is this characteristic, this
virtue or flaw in French culture of incorporating
that, precisely, doesn’t allow for...
JB: Of course.
RC: ...a culture that could be termed
‘popular’.
JB: Yes, there’s that too. It’s true, one could
think that our popular culture is experienced
like an exogenous culture, that is, like
something that is, well, a vestige, a trace . . .
because we started to reduce it considerably
already in the eighteenth century. When we
consider centralisation, French Jacobinism,
cultural Jacobinism, we see that the operation
of assimilation, of reduction has been going

on for over two centuries. Education has
contributed a lot to this... So the question
that perhaps should be asked today has to do
with the resurgence and reaction of provincial
cultures: Catalan, Basque, Breton cultures,
etc. At one time, there was a kind of escape
from all that, but it doesn’t seem to have
taken on a really autonomous dimension.
But there are outbursts like that, linguistic for
example, especially Occitan: it took on a lot
of importance in the Southeast, but it didn’t
become a culture because it doesn’t have the
kind of autonomy that Catalan has in Spain,
or Basque, no...
RC: I get the feeling that, for you, the
specificities are what can create popular culture,
or cultures, and in France it is very difficult for
these specificities to affirm themselves and so, if
mixing is more difficult...

prominent role of the French government, so in
culture . . .
JB: Of course... no doubt there is a very
strong superstructure here and... well, culture
did nothing more than follow politics,
economics, everything that in a way has been
centralised, unified. Of course there have
been some attempts at autonomy, but in fact
they have come from the Government... yet
again. In any event, it works from the top
down, so it amounts to the same thing. It’s
really deceptive because there is a chance that
one day we will come back to popular culture,
but it will have come from... it will not have
come from its own base, it will have come
from above, so to speak.
RC: Let’s talk a bit about mass culture.
When one says popular culture is one also
saying mass culture, or is mass culture just a
more modern way of saying popular culture?

One says mass media is meant to manipulate
the masses, but in my opinion it’s
the masses who manipulate the media
JB: Yes.
RC: ...then popular culture is weaker, in a
sense.
JB: Yes, it is weaker. And even when
Bourdieu was working on the subject,
even until then, there was still something
at stake, that is, there was still a kind of . . .
not exactly a conflict, but a tension between
them, or there was perhaps the possibility of
a kind of osmosis between them... But now,
no, everything of that has been circulated,
mediatised, entered in the circuit of a culture
that is no longer either bourgeois or elitist.
So the poles have been short-circuited in a
way and we are now dealing with a kind of
cultural generality, which is something else .
. . it is not pejorative, but still, in relation to
fundamental specificities, yes, there has still
been a tremendous loss.
RC: When you say ‘circulated and
mediatised’, this has also been the very

JB: No, I think they are completely
different from one another. No, popular
culture meant, precisely, limited cultures, that
is, cultures whose sphere, whose dimensions
were limited, though intense. Whereas mass
culture is a totally diffuse culture. Obviously
this culture touches ‘the people’, what one
calls ‘the people’, but what does that mean
today? And mass culture is not filtered
through what still existed in popular culture,
a kind of... symbolic, let’s say, relation, closer...
well, a relation of proximity. Mass culture is a
culture of promiscuity, not one of proximity,
it’s somewhat different. No, the two are really
opposites, I believe. Mass culture is not
bourgeois culture, which had a relation to
popular culture when popular culture still
existed; between the two – bourgeois culture
and popular culture – there was still a relation,
whereas mass culture in reality has englobed
everything.
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RC: So for you it is more accurate to speak
of mass culture rather than of popular culture?
JB: Certainly, yes.
RC: Let me quote something to you again
from one of your works, the small essay ‘L’effet
Beaubourg’ that appeared in Simulacre et
simulation. In the context of an interview
about popular culture, can you comment on
that? ‘It is thus the masses who assume the
role of catastrophic agent in this structure of
catastrophe, it is the masses themselves who put
an end to mass culture.’2
Yes, well, that is to say, obviously the
masses actually consume themselves... I don’t
know if that’s in order to take pleasure in this
consumption, in order to come to an end . . .
perhaps the masses have nothing other than
the spectacle of themselves... well, the masses
are really a kind of spectacular identity, where
there is demand, consumption... and they
consume themselves as a mass. So I did an
analysis of Beaubourg already as a kind of
cyclotron where the masses came, came to
copulate with themselves in fact through the
medium of cultural artefacts. But in the end it
was mostly the fact of everyone’s being there
together, potentially, virtually, everyone was
there and so, in reality, that consumption is
no longer exactly a consumption of culture.
One says mass culture in the sense that one
can still find cultural artefacts... massive
artefacts, etc. But from the point of view of
an interaction, of reception, the masses in fact
receive only themselves, they are not exactly
a cultural subject so, in fact, yes, I think that
they not only bring mass culture to an end,
but also, perhaps, all processes, even political
ones. I think in fact that they absorb and
metabolise, but they diffract so many things
that one can no longer identify them in terms
of... it would be interesting to see if there even
exists a history of mass culture; I’m not so
sure... it’s not obvious that there has been an
evolution, with a history... but there is a kind of
quantitative progress, that can be measured...
RC: Technological also.
JB: Yes, technological, of course. Yes,
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in fact mass culture is absolutely linked to
technology, whether media technology or
other types of technology... and there, the
masses play their own game, exploiting all of
these technologies very, very well. Obviously,
statistically, we’re not necessarily talking
about millions of individuals; today it’s the
functioning of the medium itself. McLuhan
phrased it well. The masses... the medium is
in fact the message, but the medium is also
the masses, the true medium is the masses...
And in my opinion, in this sense, the media,
what one calls the media, that is, television,
etc., are instruments. One says mass media is
meant to manipulate the masses, but in my
opinion it’s the masses who manipulate the
media. Finally, the masses as a medium rule
over all these media indiscriminately... Yet at
the same time they do not create a form of
culture that could... well, I don’t know, that
could become a kind of symbolic capital. The
masses don’t have capital, they don’t have a
finality. They function, but they only function,
it’s a kind of indefinite reproduction, but
not the reproduction of culture as Bourdieu
described it... and denounced it.
RC: I get the impression that when you
speak of the phenomenon of the masses that it
is very dynamic, that there is a great deal of
force, but there is not, as we say in English, a
self- consciousness...
JB: No...
RC:
...or that the masses can’t see
themselves...
JB: No, there is no self-consciousness, I
don’t think so. The masses are not a subject.
They are not an object either, well, let’s say
they are a strange object. They are impossible
to grasp sociologically... since they are neither
object nor subject, it is a kind of bizarre
magnet, a strange object around which
everything circulates, and inside of which
everything circulates and nothing becomes
a point of reference, nor of finality either.
They’re a kind of... in fact I don’t know what...
a convector of everything, everything comes
to be diffracted and then becomes parcelled,

everything is consumed, but in a literal sense,
that is, it’s consumption.
RC: Let me come back to your expression
‘they [the masses] come to copulate with
themselves’. This brings to mind technology
and what we call in the US interactive media.
Do you see here the future of the masses, that
is, the coupling of the masses and technology...
JB: Yes, yes...
RC: Do you see a kind of alienation here?
JB: It’s not even the future, it’s the present,
this kind of interactivity, interface, etc.
People want to see a kind of progress in
this development, where one would try to
reintegrate, to try to bring about participation
once again, since one conceives the masses as
something inert, something on the other side,
that should precisely be turned into a subject,
a true subject. This is the problem faced
by politics, that of managing to reactivate
the masses, and so one does it by means of
interactivity. But I really don’t have many
illusions in that regard. I don’t believe in it
in the sense that it would be the beginning
of another dimension... where there would
be truly something that the masses could
bring that would revolutionise... Interactivity
obviously is a later stage in relation to isolated
culture... but I don’t think that it really
functions well. Is there really ‘interaction’
between man and machine in the case of
the most modern, most sophisticated of
instruments? I’m not sure that, in this game
between man and machine, there is a real
exchange in terms of... how can I put it?... a
real exchange where there is actually a kind
of face-to-face dialogue, where there is a
response, a challenge, a veritable game with
rules. It’s a system of communication that is
in fact very circular, and in this circularity
– which is possibly almost tautological –
interaction only gives the illusion that there is
an actual exchange, when in fact everyone is
merely a kind of network terminal, and it’s the
network itself that’s functioning.
Well, that’s my opinion; that is, I don’t have
many illusions about interactivity in the long

run. I would go even further: interactivity is,
in my opinion, something that to a large extent
eliminated specificities. When the theatre
becomes interactive, that is, when it seeks
to become interactive, the stage disappears.
When one attempts to make a kind of actor
out of the audience, or in the case of handson museums, for example, what had been the
viewer loses his or her specific role, a role that
had not been passive to begin with. I believe
that the stage, that is, the break between the
stage and the seats where the audience is,
is necessary for there to be true dramatic
action on the one hand and a place where the
viewers have their own separate role entirely
on the other. If the break, the line, the stage,
is abolished, then we are dealing with a kind
of... circularity, of... conversion of one and the
other, but in which each in fact loses his role,
or his own, specific pole. I myself see in this
a kind of illusion, almost a kind of cultural
entropy.
RC: I want to ask you one or two more
small questions and that will be all. Again
in your essay ‘L’effet Beaubourg’, you say
that ‘Beaubourg could have or should have
disappeared the day after the inauguration,
dismantled and kidnapped by the crowd, which
would have been the only possible response to
the absurd challenge of the transparency and
democracy of culture . . .’3
JB: Yes, yes...
RC: ‘– each person taking away a fetishised
bolt of this culture.’4 Is there a possible analogy
between these ‘Beaubourg bolts’ that the crowd
could have or should have carried off and
the little pieces of the Acropolis that tourists
take away with them? What is the difference
between these two instances?
JB: In terms of fetish objects, well, if we
don’t take into account the quality of the
object, where it comes from, its history and
all, I think that it is an entirely fetishistic kind
of appropriation of things. No, in my opinion,
there’s no difference, it’s the same thing. The
idea is that, for the people, the masses, culture
must be appropriated in its most substantial
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form; there must be something to devour,
there is a kind of cannibalism at work. Has
this disappeared in nobler, more sublime
culture? I don’t know, but there is a kind of
mass cynicism, mass irony in a way here: you
give us culture, you offer culture to us, and
what can we do with it? We don’t really have
the practical means, the intellectual means
to manage it, etc. So we take it, appropriate
it in its almost material form; and this can be
analysed as a form of revenge, of defiance,
almost of cultural vengeance because what
one doesn’t want to know is that people don’t
need a consciousness, that is, the masses
don’t need political consciousness or cultural
consciousness in order to have a cultural
reaction. And one effect of this defence, of
automatic defence in relation to something
that escapes you and that one wants to impose
on you nevertheless, is that people are made
vaguely conscious of their inferiority. And
they take revenge at that point; they carry
off bolts... well, metaphorically, but they
could take anything. The Beaubourg library
is always prey to looting, there isn’t one
book whose pages haven’t been torn out, and
everything that could be taken has been taken.
What remains... I don’t know if it’s cultural
sediment...
There are protected areas, the museum
and all of that, which could be elsewhere; it’s
something that comes from tradition. And
in the really public interactive areas, there’s
great confusion . . . Yes, it’s looting that always
reminds one a little of devastation, even if
people come there to see – they have been told
that there are things to see – but they come in
hordes (and I don’t mean that pejoratively),
it’s their ‘thing’. We are on the good side of
culture, they are not, but since we still want
to draw them in, they have their particular
reaction and it’s the one we’ve seen. One can
insult it, scorn it, but I certainly wouldn’t be
the one to do so. If there is a popular culture
in this case, it’s a kind of anticulture, and it
must be analysed as such.
RC: The masses or mass culture become
anticulture?
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JB: I mention anticulture because, at
its height, bourgeois culture developed a
powerful anticulture in the form of Dadaism,
for example, all those principles of the
destruction of bourgeois culture were there.
But they were simply integrated by bourgeois
culture. On the other hand, with the masses,
these principles remained very active, that is,
they are obviously practised straightforwardly,
without discourse, without feedback, precisely
without any consciousness. But that’s where
anticulture exists and not at all among ironic,
sophisticated intellectuals. Obviously it’s in
its crude state and that is really unyielding
to interpretation, to cultural reinterpreting
in noble terms. It’s not arm wrestling, it’s
not a matter of the one getting the better of
the other, but this fundamental resistance to
acculturation in universal terms remains for
me a force, a primitive, wild, even terrorist
energy in relation to culture as it exists.
RC: Is that completely new?
JB: No, no, of course not. Still, it must have
developed from the moment the objective
became to integrate everyone. When people
simply had their peasant culture, in their
own territory, there were no short-circuits,
there was no telescoping of the two, so
these processes didn’t appear, there was no
anticulture, it was simply unheard of, out of
the game. But now everyone is made to play,
now that everyone is in the game, there are
kinds of refractory games.
RC: One last question about museums. I
think you are speaking of a different generation
of museums, and that Beaubourg was already
very different from the traditional museum.
Is there something that has already moved
beyond Beaubourg or is it once again simply
the masses?
JB: Oh, yes, in terms of museums, that
is, in terms of the politics of the museum,
of course things moved beyond Beaubourg
a long time ago, since now museification is
a really universal process, almost a kind of
anthropological process because people want
to turn everything into a museum. Here’s a
bizarre anecdote, a funny thing that happened

at the Musée d’Art Contemporain in Marseilles
not long ago. There was an exhibit, the title
was ‘Everything that I stole from you’, and the
artist was exhibiting stolen objects, and he
stated where they were stolen, from whom,
etc.; it was an exhibit of theft. So obviously it
was museified. It was a ready-made. Rather
than a bottle-rack, it was theft that was on
display, as social action. And so something
that was alive was museified... Today’s
museum has no more boundaries, and we
know that there are entire communities that
have been anthropologically museified, as
patrimony. The museum has now become
patrimony, the idea of the museum can no
longer really be circumscribed. On the other
hand, the museum as institution has become
so powerful that practically all of culture
passes through it. Everything is museified
beforehand. So Beaubourg, in relation to that,
was perhaps a starting point, but the idea
was still to centralise everything, to create
a kind of magnet. Beaubourg is still visible.
Regardless of what you do with it or in it, it’s
still the visible museum. But now, today, the
museum is both all-powerful and invisible, it’s
taken over everything. Everything today can
be potentially, virtually an object, everything
can become a museum artefact in one way or
another. So the Marseilles episode was funny
because an artist who recognised an object
that had been stolen from him, a television I
think, wanted to take it back. And the guard
said, ‘No, no, no, don’t touch that. That’s artistic
property.’ Theft, that’s social property, but you
have no right to touch artistic property.
RC: Yes, that’s true. The guard who said ‘No,
no, no’ becomes an official protector of culture.
JB: Of course. And it went even further
because the person whose object was stolen
came back with friends and with the press
to officially take back his object with the law
on his side, and the museum director was
categorically opposed to this and he said,
‘I’m going to call the police.’ And the other
replied, ‘Go ahead, call them.’ And the police
came and what was funny was that there were
police officers in an exhibit there in which

there were already fake cops, simulacra, so
that when the real ones came, they looked like
readymades, too. In the end, they arrested the
museum director and the artist as receivers of
stolen goods, and kept them for a day at the
police station. It was a real scandal.
RC: When was that?
JB: About three weeks or a month ago.
That was funny.
RC: The museum today is everywhere and
that guy wanted to get back his wallet, or his
television, his real object.
JB: Yes, what he was doing was
reintroducing the real, that is, the idea of real
law, real theft in what was theft reinterpreted
by art, by culture today, an object equal to any
other, an aesthetic object.
Translated by Alyson Waters
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‘We lived once in a world where the realm of the imaginary was governed by the mirror,
by dividing one into two, by theatre, by otherness and alienation. Today that realm is the
realm of the screen, of interfaces and duplication, of contiguity and networks. All our machines are screens, and the interactivity of humans has been replaced by the interactivity of
screens. Nothing inscribed on these screens is ever intended to be deciphered in any depth:
rather, it is supposed to be explored instantaneously, in an abreaction immediate to meaning, a short-circuiting of the poles of representation.’
– Jean Baudrillard, Xerox and Infinity
When once video games represented a virtual plane without consequence, today they
inform an entire social structure where, like
the shopping malls before them, the future is
realised, ‘the sublimate of all real life, of all objective social life, in which not only work and
money disappear, but also the seasons, those
distant vestiges of a cycle which has at last al-

so been homogenized!’ (The Consumer Society, Jean Baudrillard.)
Where gaming screens once sat in complete communication as social nodes found in
the visual communication of the arcade, with
its neon lights and artificial standing, presently, still concerned and embedded within those
things exterior to the virtual, arcades collect
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the same dust bunnies as we do. Nonetheless,
the arcade has gone inside and intimate and as
inescapable as the shopping mall fired off into
the virtual, and yet lowering down its tendrils
from above in the form of internet optics and
the foggy haze of wi-fi mists; all the promises of interconnectivity realised by the world of
video games.
‘In the face of extreme reality we are defenceless. But this is only a beginning. We are
the aborigines, the anthropoids of the virtual.’
Writes Jean Baudrillard in Cool Memories V:
2000 – 2004. It is today platitudinal to mention how such games come to us as precursors
of this virtual ontology where we exist, contemporarily speaking, as anthropoids. It was
once said ‘chased from the real by the violence
of history’, myth finds refuge in cinema; but
today myth resides in the virtual also, where
the spectator’s participation within the mythology is realised through a profound coexistence. It is no longer enough to pronounce
the anthropological standpoint on screened
ecstasy as a pastime for entertainment’s sake
alone. Something else appears.
Life today occupies the earliest signs of vaporous liminality; the threshold between the
social and the virtual, where, in words taken
from The Consumer Society, ‘[w]ork, leisure,
nature and culture: all these things which
were once dispersed, which once generated
anxiety and complexity in real life, in our ‘anarchic and archaic towns and cities’, all these
sundered activities, these activities which
were more or less irreducible one to another,
are now at last mixed and blended, climatized
and homogenized in the same sweeping vista
of perpetual shopping.’
Video games mimic the signs of perpetual
shopping, of loot boxes, downloads without
end, gacha and sign-values transposed onto
elsewhere worlds, all wound-up by the promiscuity of click-bait advertisement. In the
industry of video game entertainment, there
is always an orgasm waiting to happen. The
virtual plane which finds itself embedded in
cultural output is today made increasingly
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successful by epidemics and disasters, (which
are themselves often virtual), and yet the most
commercially achieved products still remain
disconnected from any ‘already dead and rotting’ referentialism, holding no illusory allegiance in geopolitical terms, revelling in the
vestiges, the fading landscapes of old-world
capital.
Yes, the complexity of life is eviscerated in
video games. This is no better realised than in
the clouded-fantasy world of ‘Teyvat’, which
offers neither high fantasy nor intrusion, replacing the complexity with a cold mythology
from which we provide the heat. It is unsurprising how Genshin Impact, the video game
developed and published by the Chinese game
developer and animation studio, miHoYo, has
found recent controversy precisely in the way
it provides ontological subsidence. Here, cultural dissension defers the seriousness of our
reality.
As propagandists turn their gaze away
from Russia and Iran and onto China, stoking the geopolitical sensitivities that exist there, we have today seen increasing racial hatred against Asian people, exacerbated by certain Covid-19 narratives. Diverting
attention from these issues, we have recently observed a failed attempt by social media
to boycott miHoYo’s Genshin Impact. Despite
the otherwise positive reception of this video
game, these advocates of what we might call
the contemporary manifestations of cancel
culture have used moral sanctimony and its
indistinguishable performativity to promote
racist stereotypes regarding the backwardness
of the cultural production that occurs outside
of the Americanised landscape. Clinging onto the lost referentials of empire, virtue performativity (un)wittingly continues the job of
American capitalism and the imperialist narratives that accompany it.
Capturing a glimpse of the corpse in the
mirror perhaps Genshin Impact cuts too close
to the bone, especially for those players who
play – and pursue playing – only to feel something in their objection towards it. This is the

irony of our culture today, not participation
without enjoyment, but instead the desire to
find the absence of enjoyment within participation, which in turn finds its own thinly
veiled pleasure.
The virtual represents the emergence of a
strong culture; and as Baudrillard writes in
America, ‘strong cultures […] reflect back to
us the image of our degraded one, and the image of our profound guilt.’ As one sinks time
into a virtual plane, we know, as all gamers
know, it is best not to feel guilty, to not even
entertain guilt as a value worth pursuing,
not anymore. Nonetheless, the reflected image becomes as our own degraded reality, we
know this: the fantasyland of Genshin Impact – existing within this virtual elsewhere

known as ‘Teyvat’, after all – is a world made
up of simulacra. The xeroxed cultures of a
Chinese-themed metropolis, ‘Liyue’ and its
European counterpart found in the ‘Free City’
of ‘Mondstadt’, provide familiar hyper-medieval-fantasy textures that are nonetheless rendered through both residue and absence. Some geographies are best understood
through the aesthetics of their disappearance.
‘Mondstadt’ is picked clean of anything other
than the necessary aesthetic outlay of cathedrals and windmills, whilst ‘Liyue’ exists as a
wide expanse of windswept pagodas. There is
nothing immoral here; the game only comes
to represent as a development within Baudrillardian transaesthetics, or perhaps no development at all.

Figure 1. A View from Qingce Village, 2021. This quiet village sits in the shade of Wuwang Hill.
(Genshin Impact, miHoYo).

In the essay on Transaesthetics, taken from
The Transparency of Evil, Baudrillard provides
the following:
‘By its liberation of form, line, colour, and
aesthetic notions – as by its mixing up of all
cultures, all styles – our society has given rise
to a general aestheticization: all forms of cul-

ture – not excluding anti-cultural ones – are
promoted and all models of representation
and anti-representation are taken on board.
Whereas art was once essentially a utopia –
that is to say, ultimately unrealizable – today
this utopia has been realized: thanks to the
media, computer science and video technoloBaudrillard Now 35

gy, everyone is now potentially a creator.’
Caught within the inescapable mise en
scène of this virtual plane society, we might
push Baudrillard’s analysis beyond ‘potential creator’ to encompass ourselves as mandatory participants. Recall the totalising nature of participation within contemporary society, of feeling included, of being inclusive –
which is to say inclusivity – caught between
never quite sure if you even wanted to be here
in the first instance, and never quite sure if an
outside existed, anyway. Nonetheless, pushing these virtual and technologically achieved
geographies to the edges of the map, as with
empire and the conquests of imperialism before it, inclusivity becomes as a supreme being, it is the inclusivity of an entire ontological position with no outside. Rejoice. You will
be included. What better thing than to have
God notice you.
And like all societies, ‘Teyvat’ remains
governed by an assortment of these seductive
Gods. Within
the game’s lore,
these Gods are
known in Genshin Impact as
‘Archons’, an attractive bunch who rule with two parts apathy
and one part benevolence. Playable archons,
like the tone-deaf bard ‘Venti’ exist inside
mortal vessels whilst summoning their power
through elemental mastery. Only in this virtual utopia, the satellite utopia of planet earth,
could Gods be made flesh. Through an ironic
fate, it would be a Chinese video game developer which trumped the ‘brilliant superstructure’ of New York City in terms of hyperreality, since ‘Teyvat’ embodies a world not where
travellers find ‘‘Every special effect’, to quote
Baudrillard’s America, but where they find
a virtual plane whose ‘superstructure’ is only effect. This is the astrality of virtual worlds
not only ‘bathed in artificial light’ but existing as the artifice themselves, a closed circuit of artificial feedback where nothing genuine escapes, as with Teyvat’s tale of two cities, ‘Mondstadt’ and ‘Liyue’, for example, ful-

filling ‘all the special effects of mixing races
and empires.’
Perhaps Baudrillard was wrong to limit the
cities of the future to the (horizon)tal where
cities will instead come to exist virtually; aestheticized beyond even the signs of violence,
and the violence of history. None of this is to
suggest ‘Teyvat’ today exists as a replacement
for the city in contemporary terms, but as a
blueprint for the cities of tomorrow, where
colour and time are eviscerated beyond the
point of even a nostalgia for the terrestrial referential of the seasons. Seasons do not exist
on the virtual plane; it is perpetual sunlight
where weather is realised as a transaesthetic accompaniment. When such a feature as
the seasons appears in video games, it is only to draw attention to the difference of colour
and texture, to mimic the passing of time in a
world without it.
Here, there is no consequences to weather; no floods or virtual disasters, walking out
to Teyvat’s ‘Stormbearer Mountains’
one may stand and
watch the lightening fall with all
the strength and
grandeur of its sign which is nonetheless artificial. It is the spectacle of weather, a visual performance where every true quality of
rain disappears as if evaporated before landing upon the sands of the desert, which is itself green; greener than green. miHoYo, intuiting the esoterism of the hyperreal – as with
all successful video game developers – have
themselves developed as the high priests of
artifice. ‘There is nothing immoral here.’ To
repeat Baudrillard’s words, taken from The
Transparency of Evil, referring here again to
the transaesthetics which proliferate themselves ‘beyond good and evil’ – it is perhaps
even wrong to call this trickery. To perceive
video games as a dishonest representation of
our society and its culture is to ignore the ontological conditions built by way of mythology and fiction.

...Аrtifice is in no way concerned
with what generates, merely
with what alters, reality.
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Observing ‘Stormbearer Mountains’,
caught after the calm of the storm, caught
within the moment of another totalising tranquillity, one cannot help but realise how ‘we
manufacture a profusion of images in which
there is nothing to see.’ As with the blue firmament above, or the more green-than-green
grass, which rolls horizontally as the hills hint
towards themselves, these ‘present-day images – be they video images, paintings, products
of the plastic arts, or audiovisual or synthesized images – are literally images in which
there is nothing to see.’ Baudrillard continues
in the essay on Transaesthetics, ‘They leave
no trace, cast no shadow, and have no consequences.’ As with Teyvat’s weather and all its
many vistaed locations, ‘the only feeling one
gets from such images is that behind each one

there is something that has disappeared.’
What better embodiment of an aesthetics beyond morality than the playable character, Barbara, who is both a deaconess at the
Church of Favonius in ‘Mondstadt’, and idol
superstar with her own fan club, her own
range of popular energy drinks, and so on.
There is nothing in existence blonder than
Barbara’s complexion, (more blonde-thanblonde) and nothing more revealing than
the cohabitation of her interests towards religious devotion and idol superstardom, (in the
K-pop sense of the term), which appears perfectly reasonable, without vanity or shame.
What is revealed in the hitching of the sacred
onto the fate of the superstar, and the fate of
the commodity?

Figure 2. The Rooftops of Mondstadt, 2021. Top Right: Church of Favonius.
(Genshin Impact, miHoYo).

‘It is often said that the West’s great undertaking is the commercialization of the whole
world, the hitching of the fate of everything
to the fate of the commodity. The great undertaking of the fate of everything to the fate
of the commodity.’ Within The Transparency of Evil, Baudrillard continues, ‘That great

undertaking will turn out rather to have been
the aestheticization of the whole world – its
cosmopolitan spectacularization, its transformation into images, its semiological organization. What we are witnessing, beyond the materialist rule of the commodity, is a semio-urgy of everything by means of advertising, the
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media, or images. No matter how marginal,
or banal, or even obscene it may be, everything is subject to aestheticization, culturalization, museumification.’
Name something more marginal than the
sacred, something obscener than its aestheticization, like all the rosary giftshops lined-up
outside St Peter’s Basilica, Barbara represents
the virtual personification of this aestheticization on the virtual plane, stripped even of
the obscenity, today religion becomes as a
narrative device whereby everything behind
the image of sacrality has disappeared. All the
pretence of religion as truth has disappeared
by way of its aestheticization. The Puritans
perceived this outcome, as do those contemporary religions of the world who still condemn idolatry.
‘Liyue’ exists as the idolatry of a lost referential. Existing as a mythologised ideal as it
does, which is to also say a brave new satellite of utopia, ‘purged […] of its history’, this
city finds representation as a transaesthetic
Shanghai. As Baudrillard writes in America,
‘Everything is destined to reappear as simulation.’ When it comes to this timely reappear-

ance, we should perhaps consider Baudrillard’s essay on Xerox and Infinity, ‘artifice is in
no way concerned with what generates, merely with what alters, reality.’ The ‘museumification’ of culture within the virtual plane is
certainly an alteration of a profound reality.
Such alteration is observed everywhere online, from vaporwave art and retro nostalgia, to the more oblique formulations found
in Genshin Impact. The entirety of ‘Liyue’ is
effectively a vision of the Chinese megalopolis before the Cultural Revolution, where the
Four Olds are preserved in both cuisine and
architecture, especially. This is not without its
irony, which is revealed conspicuously (with
a tongue lodged firmly in its cheek), through
the playable ‘God of Contracts’ – ‘Zhongli’ –
who, pointing to his position in the city of ‘Liyue’, projects himself as a ‘bourgeois parasite’.
The enemies of twentieth century China live
on in the virtual dimension, thoroughly subjected to a ‘museumification’ as if the virtual world would stand as a final punishment
whereby true retribution would deny even the
spectacle of its violence.

Figure 3. Catch of the Day, 2021. Photograph taken in Liyue Harbour.
(Genshin Impact, miHoYo).
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Walking the road from ‘Mondstadt’ to ‘Liyue’, one becomes aware of being drawn ‘ever closer to the surface of the screen’, a gaze,
in words again taken from Baudrillard’s essay,
Xerox and Infinity, ‘strewn across the image’
baptised by the promiscuity and ‘tactile pornography’ of two-dimensional waifu in situ of
the virtual plane. The portcullis that separates
the city of ‘Mondstadt’ from the wilderness of
‘Wolvendom’ is as a door to a dream, an entryway indiscernible from even the dream,
as if the threshold to a great theme park has
opened up a second time to reveal the banality of its own shadow. I went in search of astral Teyvat, the virtual biodiversity of sweet
flowers and sunsettias, cobblestone surfaces, the visuals which cascade from the mountains with all the cosmic programming of liquid water. Caution: Objects in this screen may
be closer than they appear!
Alex Mazey’s Sad Boy Aesthetics is now
available from the award-winning Broken
Sleep Books.
Books
Baudrillard, Jean. (2010). America. New
York: Verso
–. (2006). Cool Memories V: 2000 – 2004,
trans. Chris Turner. UK: Polity
–. (1994). Simulacra and Simulation, trans.
Sheila Faria Glaser. US: The University of
Michigan Press
–. (1993). The Transparency of Evil, trans.
James Benedict. London: Verso Video Games
Genshin Impact (standard edition). 2020.
Android, iOS, Microsoft Windows, PlayStation 4, PlayStation 5, Nintendo Switch. miHoYo: Shanghai, China
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Baudrillard, Globalization and Tourism:
or the dialectics of the nothing?
Dr. Maximiliano E. Korstanje

University of Palermo, Argentina – CERS, University of Leeds, UK

Introduction
For some reason, which is very hard to precise here, Jean Baudrillard was an author who
is not widely cited in tourism studies. This
happens simply because he reads as a complex
writer whose theses are mainly characterized
by a critical approach to consumerism. A second reason rests in the fact that tourism studies keep a difficult relationship with Marxism and critical studies. From its inception,
Marxism developed a pejorative definition
of tourism as strictly associated with naïve
consumption and alienation. For this reason
and of course others, the tourism Academia
have never been captivated by the advances
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of Marxism over the recent years (Korstanje, 2019). As Dean MacCannell puts it, tourism eradicates not only social cultures but also the present time from where all human relations are formed. As an industrial activity
that continues with the influence of the Totem in tribal life, tourism proposes a type of
staged authenticity which alienates the workforce. Leisure activities that are orchestrated
by the capital owners absorb the surplus generated by workers (MacCannell 1976; 2002).
Such a viewpoint not only kept stable in the
academic circles in the threshold of time but
also led sociologists to have a negative view of
the tourism industry (Korstanje & Seraphin,
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2017). It is important to clarify that Jean Baudrillard has never approached tourism-related issues, but he laid the foundations towards a new radical understanding of globalization and its impact in semiotics (Kellner,
1987; 2006). Furthermore, he never turned
his attention to tourism as his main object of
study. In the present book, which titles Globalisation, tourism and Simulacra, professor
Kunphatu Sakwit explores the conceptual
applications on Baudrillard`s legacy to
tourism research, to be more exact selecting
Thailand as a preferred study case. Organized
in eight chapters, the editorial project is part of
the author´s doctorate dissertation defended
at the University of Kent, the UK under the
guidance of Larry Ray & Vince Miller. The
present full-length review explores not only
the potential of Jean Baudrillard in tourism
studies but places Sakwit´s book under the
critical lens of scrutiny.

of Academia to Baudrillard is given by countless factors. To some extent, his notion of hyper-reality or the idea that the Gulf War never existed has been widely criticized in classic
philosophical circles. Perplexed and chafed
at Baudrillard, scholars systematically overlooked part of his legacy and pungent questions over decades. At a closer look, Baudrillard´s theory is an encoded world that ushers philosophers into a labyrinth; his works
describe the symptoms of the world but he
never clarifies as symptoms of what? Rojek & Turner add. Above all, he is resisted
by the assumption the body is enslaved as a
mere extension of the network television (Rojek & Turner, 1993). Nonetheless of this fact,
the success of his text is certainly determined
by his eloquence in dealing with a consumerist society as well as his theory about simulacra and the hyper-reality without mentioning his observations about the Spectacle of

Baudrillard´s theory is an encoded world that ushers
philosophers into a labyrinth; his works describe the symptoms
of the world but he never clarifies as symptoms of what?
Baudrillard in tourism fields: a short introduction
In the introductory section, Sakwit acknowledges that Jean Baudrillard is not a
well-received author in the tourism field. His
critical insight does not bode well with the
economic-based paradigm which postulates
the managerial viewpoint of the industry.
Scholars often connote to tourism as a commercial activity which encourages economic
prosperity and political instability. Of course,
though they recognize the industry generates inequalities and imbalances the nature of
the industry is never questioned. The cultural incompatibilities of local cultures respecting Western rationalism are seen as the main
causes of the problems tourism ultimately
generate (Korstanje & George 2022). In 1993,
Chris Rojek & Bryan S. Turner edit their seminal book Forget Baudrillard? The resistance
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Disaster. To cut the long story short, the culture of simulacra recreates the conditions of
future risks which never take place in reality.
In so doing, the present is finally governed by
the future and reality becomes a pseudo-reality (Korstanje, 2010; 2014; 2016). As Professor Gerry Coulter puts it, most certainly Baudrillard has been misjudged or misinterpreted in the decades. His principle is based on
the fact that at the time a structure expands
its bases are being eroded. Professor Coulter
explains this is the ancient principle of reversibility which remains obscured for classic philosophers. Paradoxically, whether reality and
historical events set the pace to pseudo-reality, there are some doubts cast on the principle of gamification. What are the games or
tourism for Baudrillard? Since the life we live,
the world we inhabit is a simple simulacrum
where the connection of causality and time

evaporates, Baudrillard assumes (though never explicitly) the wonderland of tourism and
games are the real world. There is nothing real in the palpable world, so our quest for authenticity is far from being an ossified form
of consumption, but rather a human need
for freedom. The eradication of the present
is only possible by the urgency of colonizing
the future (Coulter, 2007; 2008; 2010; 2012;
2015). In consonance with this, Dean and Jullie Flower MacCannell overtly said that the
consumer society crystallizes an American
carnivalization of European cultural values.
Like the copycat of an original, the US historically moved in contraposition to Europe. The
consumer society, doubtless, resulted from
cultures that lack history while looking for
security through mimicry. The MacCannells
convincingly argue that capitalism engenders
a desire for the desire which never is satisfied.
This desire is even founded in a lack in which
case we always come back. In this vein, consumption radically transforms human reciprocity.
“Commodity production, even the production of simulacra, continues to require an organization of work and the economy continues to require an uneven distribution of work
and reward. Structure does not depart the
scene in modernity and postmodernity. It just
slips underneath desire where it seems to disappear. Consumption replaces production as
the site of libidinal and other psychic investments. The social class difference as determined by one’s position relative to production
processes fades into triviality when compared
to a common desire for prestigious consumer goods: ‘There comes a time in everyone’s
life when they want a Mercedes Benz—Follow your instinct.’ (MacCannell & MacCannell 1993: 127)
As the previous argument is given, they
hold the thesis that tourism activates a simultaneous belonging simply because workers are consumers and consumers are workers. Baudrillard put his finger on the stability
of industrial social class and its gradual evap-

oration. In this post, industrial world classes are not structured to synthesize the interplay between the added value of commodities and products. Now, the newly emerging
social classes pay extra money to get a mark
of class otherwise they never reach. This is
the world described by Baudrillard in his different texts (for further details see on Baudrillard, 1994; 2003; 2016). Dean and Linda MacCannell go beyond claiming that many of the problems revolving around Baudrillard´s theory revolve around his notion of reality. What is equally important, there is little evidence that proves humans are moving
now in the world of fantasy (MacCannell &
MacCannell 1993). Aside from this, Baudrillard never explored the dimension of modern
tourism nor mobility theory. For that, scholars have fallen into serious misinterpretations
of his original ideas. This does not mean that
Baudrillard would not shed light on the problematic fields of current tourism anthropology. It is noteworthy that is the point of departure of Professor Kunphatu Sakwit and his
new editorial project. The present essay review is not an exploration of Jean Baudrillard
in the strict sense of the word, contrariwise it
is an academic lecture on Globalization, Tourism and Simulacra and the problems the book
ultimately leaves unresolved.
Globalization, Tourism and the Simulacra: a new perspective
The first (introductory) chapter invites
readers to imagine the complex impact of the
tourism industry in the geographical landscape of Bangkok (Thailand). As a part inherently based on the globalization process,
tourism re-draws the geographies of those
cities recycled to captivate the international
demand. The book revolves around two study
cases mainly centered on the sociological
study of two floating markets, Damoen Saduak and Pataya in Thailand. His efforts are orientated to describe the cultural effects of globalization in the Thai culture; and of course,
Jean Baudrillard plays a leading role in laying
the foundations towards a new fresh way of
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understanding tourism. These are spaces of
simulacra, citing Baudrillard, emulated to engage with the tourist gaze. Having said this,
Sakwit explores the ebbs and flows of globalization as well as its contradictions and complexity. For some reason, social scientists fall
into a type of academic indiscipline at the
time of approaching globalization. To put this
simply, what is globalization now remains
unclear even for specialists. He toys with two
ideas. On one hand, globalization theory falls
in a one-size-fits-all approach which looks at
explanations in the roots of the process, mainly marked by economic reductionism. On another, globalization interrogates furtherly the
locals imposing standardized –but not for this
less inexpugnable- forms of relations. This
begs a more than an interesting question, is
tourism an alienable force that cannibalizes
locals?
The author reviews the different sociological theories on globalization. Going from Giddens to Bauman, even Baudrillard, he offers a
conceptual model where human practices are
structured and restructured by the globalization process. As he goes on to say: “as an ongoing process, it happens to reshape social forms,
social practices and individual way of life. The
influence of globalization permeates into social
units and everyday life, which change according to the global flow. (Sakwit 2021: p25). Here
two assumptions should be at least made. On
one hand, globalization includes some actors
while excluding others. As a cyclical process,
globalization accommodates social relations
but at the same time creating irreversible interclass inequalities. On another, technology
plays a leading role in marking a line between
those who are the salved and doomed underclass. Thousand of actors who have no regular
access to digital technologies (i.e internet) are
simply debarred for the opportunity to get a
decent job as well as social life. At a closer
look, the ideology of globalization rests on its
efficacy to create binary oppositions. The idea
of the West is finally contrasted to the “nonWest”, the global to the local, leisure to work
and so forth. Having said this, the term glo-
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balization speaks us of something more complex than a hybridized process, rather it punctuates the fact the local cannot be globally offered or consumed unless through globalization. To some extent, globalization mediates
between the local landscape and international tourism demands. The author continues
Kellner´s discussion left in globalization from
above, where locals are empowered to offer
cultural products for poverty alleviation. After all, locals react or accept globalization according to their specific contextualized interests. This moot point is discussed in the next
third chapter which focuses on the urgency to
re-discuss how the dimensions of globalization affect tourism. Per his viewpoint, what
happens in globalization resonates in tourism and vice-versa. Tourism and globalization are inextricably intertwined. Since tourism adopts different shapes varying from culture to culture, as the author overtly says, it
is important not to lose sight of the fact that
the specialized literature should be empirically adjusted to Thai culture. Tourism embodies an uncanny dichotomy that alternates
home-and-away experiences with tourist performance. Following this, tourism is a process
that is being produced while consumed. Local
culture is reconstructed at the time it is consumed by foreign tourists. In this point, the
author interrogates furtherly the limitations
of tourism sociology which sees tourism as
a destructor of local culture. Instead, he toys
with the belief that “local people can exercise
agency to construct culture and add value to a
place. Instead of being disadvantaged by tourism, local people are a productive force in manufacturing tourist objects and tourist places,
where they can play an important role in marketing, managing information, technology and
advertising. The interaction between the global and local brings about the production of the
cultural meaning” (p. 39). To put the same in
other terms, the production –and reproduction- of culture offers a fertile ground to be
exploited as a tourist attraction leading locals
in a new economic stage of social upward. In
so doing, globalization works as an “invisi-

ble hand” which guides the presumption process (citing Ritzer) that mainly marks tourism consumption. The point will be re-approached in the sixth chapter. For the sake
of clarity, tourism is not a global phenomenon; rather tourism becomes global to reposition the local culture in the international demand. In his words, tourism expands according to the global forces that penetrate the locals. Professor Sakwit coins the term “globalized tourism” to denote the complex interconnection between the cultural value and
the tourist gaze. So to speak, the best example of this appears to be Thai floating markets
where local culture is recreated to offer a multiplication of tourist gazes. Here a point surfaces, what would say Baudrillard about this?

balizing process disengages the local habits
–as well as local customs and culture- from
the external needs of the tourist market. This
suggests that globalization evolves successfully in the combination of orders of simulacra.
The tourism industry is finely enrooted in the
economic cycle of production-consumption.
What workers want is not enjoying free time
but rather wasting their economic resources to emulate a leisure activity –most certainly paying for a unique experience. Hence
this opens the doors to a sign-exchange process where hosts and guests are offered as cultural products. To wit, the play of differences signals the manifest impossibility to separate the original from the copycat. This leads
tourists to the world of simulacra, where the

For Baudrillard, any object is phenomenologically
interpreted in a dialogue with its context.
The fourth chapter dissects Baudrillard´s
works to give a snapshot of his applications
on tourism research. To be more exact, Sakwit
argues convincingly that Baudrillard should
be thought in four clear-cut stages: the representation theory, the sign-exchange process, the play of differences and simulacra.
The division between free and working time
rests on shaky foundations. As Sakwit recognizes, Baudrillard is not a theorist of globalization. He anyway gives his own interpretation of Baudrillard theory to approach
globalization. The simulacrum takes two orders well distinguished but interconnected.
At a first stage, the simulacrum punctuates
the natural value of an original object. In this
way, these signs are designed to be proliferated (through the economic exchange). In this
first order of simulacrum, also the counterfeit
represents the original while the copy melts
in the sign. At the second stage, the simulacrum is conditioned by the commercial law
given by the capitalist system. The market accelerates the process characterizing the liquidity of the sign. As a result of this, the glo-

future eradicates the pastime. Heritage is unilaterally fabricated and sold to cause a present
(ephemeral) experience which far from being
outstanding is cyclically mechanized. Needless to say that in this fictional world the authenticity evaporates in the air.
The fifth chapter brings interesting reflections revolving around the circulation
of signs and values in the floating markets.
What seems to be more important, since
tourists pay for the service they ultimately receive, no less true is that tourist-based places should be understood as artificial sites associated with it the economic and sign-value
exchange. The author describes in this chapter how these two floating markets become
gradually in tourist-orientated places. Globalization opens the doors to the flow of capital
which articulates in some material asymmetries. It is safe to say that these flows of cash
grease the rail for the circulation of signs and
values which adjust to the tourist place. The
Thai floating markets serve as spaces where
the exchange-and-use values of commodities
have coalesced. This means tourists find these
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markets acceptable simply because they navigate through the flows (narratives) auto-generated by cultural globalization.
The sixth chapter places George Ritzer´s
theory under the critical lens of scrutiny. Let´s
remind readers Ritzer acknowledges that globalization divides two conceptual indivisible
categories, nothing and something. For Sakwit,
this model does not suffice to explain the floating market as a social phenomenon. It is not
simplistic to say that the cultural content and
value do not vary on Thai floating markets.
In sharp contrast with Ritzer, Baudrillard observes that the cultural content of any object
appears not to be determined by the practical application; but it molds the emerging relationship between the object and the subject.
For Baudrillard, any object is phenomenologically interpreted in a dialogue with its context (for further detail see the theory of the
system of objects).
The seventh chapter is entitled Globalization and Simulacra. Here Sakwit scrutinizes
the effects of globalization and tourism in the
constellations of floating markets. At a closer look, tourism leads to a culture of simulacrum –at least for Thailand- but in so doing, the markets, unfortunately, lose their real
identities. These transformed and standardized human landscapes (treated as commodities) are carefully designed for being consumed by the tourist gaze.
The eighth chapter synthesizes the author´s concluding remarks which punctuate
that tourism not only creates hybridized cultural products but transform local cultures.
Local culture never disappears rather it mutates –through globalization- towards a new
fabricated context. To put this bluntly Thai
culture is inherently part of a timeless simulacrum.
The present book combines a more than
fresh insight –based on Baudrillard´s originality- with an elegantly written text which is
proper of a doctoral thesis. At least for this reviewer, this situates a must-read book which
fills some of the gaps unresolved in tourism sociology and anthropology fields to-
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day. There are some pending issues respecting what would say Baudrillard in person
about Thai culture. As Coulter brilliantly noted, Baudrillard kept a caustic viewpoint of reality. However, he casts some doubts at time
of dealing with liminoid objects as the video-games, tourism or even dreams. He even
uttered that gamification and tourism are reified instruments fruitful to escape from the
pseudo-reality. To what extent globalization
serves as the hand-tied that molds the “glocal” remains an open question. In his book
Dialectics of Social Thoughts, Geoffrey R. Skoll
(2014) asserts that psychoanalysis and Marxism have evolved according to the thesis of dialectics, which means a synthesis that unites
two objects. But given some conditions this
synthesis disappears in it-self. This is the direction Prof. Sakwit gives to the global process. Echoing Skoll, there is a symbiosis (dialectics) between society and agency which is
far from being resolved by current sociology.
No matter their status or the value of each one
in the market they seem to be molded by social dialectics that precede them. Out the society, the agent has no significance and society disappears without agents. Capitalism successfully orchestrated an ideological platform
where the process of negotiation between two
or more actors alludes to the presence of a
third object which is never questioned. The
synthesis resolves partially the discrepancies
between the two objects, but in so doing, their
causality melts in the air. To put this in bluntly, social thought is structured on Hegel´s dialectics which serves as an ideological narrative of domestication for thinkers. In this way,
whether Marx believes that the capital mediates between workers and the structure, while
Freud gives the same position to super-ego.
Neither capital nor ego explained with details
the objects these two scholars studied, as Skoll
concludes. At a closer inspection, capital is
the ghost in the machine of capitalism. Capital mediates between production and workers whereas the super-ego tries to explain the
complexity of reason and repression. In fact,
both correspond with ideological allegories

oriented to give a coherent diagnosis regarding the problem of reproduction which obscures the real causality between objects. The
idea of the social, as well as dialectics, following Skoll, is ideological in essence. The same
applies in Sakwit´s book and the place he situates the globalization process as a mediator
between the global and the local. To solve this
gap, probably an interesting point of connection with Marc Auge or Paul Virilio should be
at least made. Whatever the case may be, it is
one the pioneering efforts to adapt Baudrillard to tourism studies, and simply for that it
deserves my recognition.
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An Interview with Jean Baudrillard: Europe,
Globalization and the Destiny of Culture
Dr. Monica Sassatelli

Author, Professor at Goldsmiths, University of London

Interview
Monica Sassatelli: Do you think it is possible to talk, as people increasingly do, of a European identity?
Jean Baudrillard: I think that originally
Europe was an idea. The true European identity was an idea, a dream even, a utopia. Europe existed perhaps more as a circulation
of ideas in the Middle Ages than today. This
idea today has become true through economic, political, structural means; in this sense it
is already achieved, there are no problems, it
works very well. It works very well on the market side, that is, the side of globalisation, of
which Europe is just a micro-model. Frankly,
I do not believe much in this Europe. In con-

7

sidering European identity, first of all it is to
be stressed that identity itself is a utopia. It is
where one takes refuge when there is nothing
else left to do. Until there was prestige, glory and culture there was no need to tell oneself: ‘I am this, here is my identity, I exist, I
am here.’ When one truly exists because there
is strength and glory, at base, there is no need
for identity. Identity is a weak value, a refuge
value somehow. Today it is on this that Europe is being built.
I have an example. A few years ago I was
in Venice at a meeting on European cultural identity. It could be felt that the Europeans
were not at all convinced, they did not know
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what they were, they could not identify themselves. On the contrary, for Borges, the Argentinean, Europe really existed – he knew
what it was, because it was a powerful idea
[idée force]. The same applied to the Eastern
European countries: they could see Europe
because they wanted it, desired it, whereas
Western Europeans had no real European desire.
MS: One could argue that you have written a book on Europe with your essay entitled
America. In it, the Other of America is consistently European, and almost never French, Italian, English: ‘we’ is European.
JB: It is contradictory actually. Europe
wants at the same time to be the exception,
the European exception to globalisation –
France in particular – and a kind of global
power, that would counterbalance the United
States, rival the United States. There is thus a
total ambiguity. Europe can try to reactivate
its old values (we always repeat: we have history, others have no history), but I don’t really
know what can be reinvented from that. However, I don’t think that the question stands in
terms of identity. Americans, for instance,
do not problematise their identity. They are
American, that’s it.
MS: In America, Europe’s image emerges as
something opposing globalisation and its peculiar characters. One would almost say that all
the elements that you have described elsewhere
as characterising the contemporary world –
simulations, the hyperreal and so on – have
come true only in America. The contrast delineates a vision of Europe that is even romantic,
a romantic modernity, described without nostalgia but infinitely distant from the world of
simulations and the hyperreal – a vision that I
think can be found only in this text.
JB: Yes. It is easy to notice, in France for
instance, how identity is always constructed
against America, as a countermodel of America. There’s a confusion to underline here.
America is confused with globalisation, while
America is as much a victim of globalisation
as any other country. The world is the locus of
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globalisation. In this framework, it seems that
Europe – and France as a particular case – is
a kind of byproduct, a derived product of globalisation. As usual, Europe follows the same
path as America, but always with a serious delay in terms of modernity – always twenty or
more years behind – and the American model is never attained, a model that has at least
the merit of originality. The American model
is the real place, or nonplace evidently, of globalisation, but it is not its subject or its agent;
there is no strategy of globalisation, it develops irresistibly. However, the confusion is also at another level: not only between America
and globalisation, but also between globalisation and the concept of the market. Now, that
seems to me something totally different …
MS: How do you see the relationship between this Europe as an idea, as a cultural
space, and institutional Europe, the European
Union?
JB: I do not have much of a sense of institutions, I distrust them. With regard to Europe, I have the impression that this is a kind
of substitu-tion, the creation of Europe in virtual terms. The perfect example is the Euro.
Europe has not been set up as a federation,
but there is a common currency, against the
will of practically every country. There is a
common currency, an artefact that it is hoped
will lead to the creation of a political Europe.
But I do not think so. Europe still does not exist, but the European currency does. Or, better, Europe exists in institutional terms at the
summit, but nothing assures that there will be
no ups and downs, accidents; nothing guarantees that Germany will not one day say ‘I
withdraw, I take back the Mark’ …
MS: Indeed, in the European treaties there is
no such possibility.
JB: Absolutely. But you never know, because it is clear that it is the doing of what is
called the European technocracy. Now I don’t
want to be populist, but it is clear that the
peoples, as they say, basically are not European. Even in France the referendum on Europe
was practically fifty–fifty, and today it would

probably fail. It is a completely schizophrenic situation, something that exists in a kind of
hyperspace, hyperreality.
MS: As you write in America, universality is one of the characters of European culture (and French culture in particular). However, it is precisely universality, having crystallised within nations, that hinders the federation of Europe. It is the history of nations and
their cultures that causes contemporary difficulties in finding, as you wrote, a ‘European dynamism’ [élan européen]. Could you develop
this? Do you think this is as true today as when
you wrote America in the eighties?
JB: Yes, in a way. I have always seen three
levels: the nation, between originary particu-

task of reduction. The question then is: should
we fight for the universal against the global,
or for the particularities? I have the impression that the universal is annulled, and today
the real fight is between the global – a kind of
abstract global power – and all the particularities that revive, but in an uncontrolled state,
sometimes even as racism, nationalism – religious, ethnic, linguistic – that globalisation
will provoke more and more. Between the
two, universal values, including national values as they existed in the golden age of nationalism, abate. Europe will be, at the same
time, the place of a transnational pseudo-federation, and increasingly of greater reparticularisation, that is, of a dispersion, a kind of

Now, as an idea the universal is opposed to that
of the global. Universal values can resist the global.
But today they only exist in a ghost-like manner,
if I can say so, like human rights.
larities [singularités originelles] and the universal dimension. Nations have been produced on a reduction of singularities: it was
necessary to reduce all differences in order
to make, for instance, France. Originary particularities have been reduced to an abstraction, the nation. And nations are also contemporary with the abstract idea of universality,
the idea of the eighteenth-century Enlightenment. All this was born at the same time;
therefore the universal has been created in
some sense by Europe, not the feudal Europe
of singularities, but the Europe of Enlightenment, humanist Europe, Europe of national
bourgeoisie.
Now, as an idea the universal is opposed
to that of the global. Universal values can resist the global. But today they only exist in a
ghost-like manner, if I can say so, like human
rights. It is clear that today the socalled universal values succumb to this other thing that
is the global. The global destroys the universal
as an idea and destroys all particularities, at a
global level, not only European. It is a double

diffraction. Perhaps there will be no more nations. There will be great regions, some rich
and some poor, of course. That is, the contrary of harmonisation: greater and greater
discrimination. My outlook is not rosy.
MS: However, European institutions appeal
more and more to common cultural elements
to promote the creation, or the awakening, of a
European consciousness.
JB: Yes, it is so, but I do not know how it
will develop. To unify a conscience is to create an identity; identity is the unification of
a conscience. If we take America, there has
never been unification. There is a great autonomy of the states, even individuals have a
great autonomy towards institutions, and that
happens in an uncontrolled way. It is maybe
harder, but it is like that, and develops a far
greater energy than this kind of grass-roots
democratisation that we try to make in Europe.
Moreover, the question is in terms of culture – now, today, what is culture if not the
substitute for a political identity not to be
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found? As political energy, political reality dissociates and cannot be found; culture
substitutes for it. Culture becomes a kind of
plasma that everybody can access democratically and share. Now I do not think that real
culture is something democratic that can be
shared in whatever way, in the multimedia for
instance. That is hyperculture, that will clearly be the place, the abstract space–time of a
utopia in which, through culture, the political
can be reached, whereas in reality culture replaces absent politics. Therefore, that will not
lead to politics. There will be a kind of cultural multidimension, as there is a financial dimension, an economic dimen-sion; there will
be a market of culture as there is a market of
shares, of the stock exchange.
MS: Recently, the European Union introduced various symbolic measures, choosing for
instance a flag and an anthem. These are means
that at the national level seem to have lost some
of their importance. Also, in this case America
seems to be an exception: in America the flag is
everywhere. You have also pointed out that the
American flag has become a kind of corporate
logo, more than a symbol. Could we say something similar for the European flag?
JB: Yes. An enterprise needs advertisement, a logo, labels. Everything happens at
the level of signs, as in a kind of magic, as if
signs make the thing exist. This is part of a
kind of intoxication, of commercial manipulation. It is not a spontaneous outburst. No,
it is really like a business, and also Europe is
now managed like a business, with managers,
in Brussels.
Even if a political Europe was created, if it
had its own identity, different from America,
the fact would remain that at the financial and
commercial level Europe does not exist in itself, finance will always be international. It is
a long while since finance recognised Europe.
Europe is only a very small part of it. Even if a
political, identitarian Europe existed, economy would function globally. Therefore this political Europe would not even be autonomous,
maybe not even in cultural terms. Whatev-
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er you do, you have to deal with powers that
are internationalised, that have not waited for
the idea of Europe to internationalise – they
are so from birth. Capital is international, not
European. Today we speak of a global economy, of global networks, and countries look for
any kind of protectionist measure to recreate
a kind of artificial autonomy. It is very interesting, and ambiguous.
MS: In America, you also describe European specificity, by comparison to the United
States, in terms of taste.1 Could a ‘community
of taste’ have a role in the formation of European identity?
JB: I don’t know. Taste belongs to the realm
of sensation, of aesthetics. Could it have a role
for Europe? Does a community of taste exist?
I am a bit doubtful, because taste is so subjective. But I have the impression that many aspects of taste have today become a matter of
fashion, which is transnational, internationalised. Also taste is at risk, but maybe it is true
that taste resists better. There are things that
resist better. Language for instance, I think
language resists. And taste as well, but one
has to specify what is meant by it: taste in the
sense of custom resists well, even if Brussels
is trying to destroy French cheese! Aesthetic taste has become collective, therefore it is
a difficult question. In America the problem
of taste almost does not exist any more – one
does not ask if there is or there isn’t taste. It
is a term that is not part of modern culture.
Taste and colours – nowadays they seem to
me more and more planned, but this is banal.
An authentic right to taste and colour should
be invented…
MS: Identity is not an important issue only
for European institutions. Many authors, and
you among them, have underlined the contemporary obsession with identity. Do you think
that this obsession may be linked to culture’s
becoming a kind of stock of empty symbols,
as you maintain for instance in Symbolic Exchange and Death?
JB: Yes, maybe. Inasmuch as there has
been an attempt at juxtaposing all cultures, let

them communicate – culture today is communication – according to me this is a total
degradation of culture. It is difficult to define
culture, but in what we may call the anthropological sense it is something singular. Culture
is a singularity. It is like languages: every language has its own universe, its symbolic universe that is incomparable, nonexchangeable.
But the culture with which we deal today is
like inventing a universal abstract language –
and it is being invented already, it is the artificial languages, numeric languages – then culture is really becoming a kind of lowest common denominator. It is reduced to its simple
elements, then recomposed. It is a synthesised
product. It is as such, as synthesised product,
that it becomes universal.
There has been a beautiful moment of culture, not only singular but universal culture;
actually, it is between the seventeenth and the
nineteenth centuries again. Here we find exchange, cultures bump into each other, and
considering also the irruption of primitive
cultures, it is a very interesting moment. But
today, with globalisation, all differences are
annulled, or else it is a game of differences,
but there is no longer a real clash, an alterity of cultures. Now, cultures are rivals, they
should not be reconciled, it is not possible to
reconcile cultures, it is not possible to reconcile languages. They are really incompatible, and sometimes antagonist, rivalries. Exchange need not be impossible. There can be
relations, but only if each culture preserves
its own specificity. I can understand that people fight for their culture, to defend their language. I understand it, even for currency. In
fact, I do not understand why people do not
fight more for currency, because symbolically (not in economic terms, but symbolic) it is
very important.
Now, inside Europe, conceived of as distinguished from globalisation, the attempt is
to create this kind of common platform, in
which everyone will be forced to accept common legislation: it is this that creates more
and more resistance. The more this process

advances, the stronger resistance becomes.
Then the problem of identity is increasingly
central. But there can’t be identity without alterity; if there is no other, there is no self. Today one does not know where the other is, because with globalisation there is no other. I
have the impression that we are leading to an
impasse. It is impossible to forecast what will
happen, but it is possible to see that there are
zones of resistance.
Also, the distinction between the elite –
the technocrats, those who are in power, who
invent this abstract generality, who manage
things – and the others should be considered.
There really is an increasing gap. It is known
that the leaders of all countries will want to be
integrated in Europe. At some point all of Africa will want to join in Europe. It is fantastic – but totally idiotic. This is the project of
an elite, not in a qualitative sense, let’s say of a
minority that manages things, that has all the
means to make them happen. Therefore there
will be Europe, but it will be a kind of pseudo-political event; in reality, deeply, politically, nothing will happen. I even think that compared with the idea of Europe that emerged in
the fifties this concretisation is more of a scattering.
MS: Is it possible to relate your thesis that
signs have become empty, without a referent, to
the idea of a different balance between power
and symbolic exchange? In other words, if institutions today give less, as they give only signs,
images, does this give the individual a chance
to be less in debt?
JB: It is an interesting question. Is it possible to think of being less in debt? Maybe. But
it has to be said that a sign in general is not
‘less’! It is not less than a thing, as if a sign
weighed less than a thing, was more volatile.
No, today in a society like ours the sign is everything, as it substitutes the real, the referent. Therefore signs, like information and all
immaterial things that we are given, are more
important than the redistribution of material goods. I do not know whether this dematerialisation lightens the debt. It is possible to
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consider it starting from incredulity. It is true
that there are signs, but are we bound to believe in them? It is not certain at all. And if
you do not believe, you somehow also refuse
the obligation to be bound by whatever debt.
Therefore in that sense there is a kind of lightness, of volatility towards all that comes from
authorities – media, political. There is a kind
of fluctuating irresponsibility that is everywhere, it is true.
MS: In other words, on the one side one cannot escape from signs because they are everywhere, but on the other they do not impose an
interpretation.
Yes. And moreover signs come from everywhere and nowhere. There is no longer an
origin, a source. In symbolic exchange there is
always a properly dual relationship, therefore

Brussels that one is going to feel in debt. No
one will feel a relation of reciprocity, of obligation, of responsibility towards Brussels.
It is a curious deconnection [déconnection]:
something works like this, in orbit, but nothing changes here. It is a strange situation.
MS: Often, also in this interview, you have
framed the question of the relationship with institutions, with globalisation, with the ‘mediasphere’, with the excess of signs, in terms of resistance. What, then, is the connection between
resistance and distance, emptiness? If we take
seriously the remark that today signs come to
us empty of content, of meaning, is it possible
to see in this very emptiness an occasion for resistance? Is it possible to find in the medium as
such, as empty of content, a prompt for resistance?

In photography, in the photographic act,
what is interesting is that even the object disappears,
along with the subject.
there is real responsibility, debt, obligation.
Whereas now there is a kind of mediasphere,
hypersphere, from which things come and
with which one does not feel in a dual relationship. It would be impossible anyway, as
there is no alterity. We have therefore to deal
with a strange hyperreality. Maybe this is one
of the causes of collective depression, because
it is very difficult not knowing to whom one
should answer. Not knowing of what to answer and to whom, and therefore suddenly
not being identifiable any more. When there
is oppression, when somebody is oppressing us, we know what we have to deal with;
we can fight. When someone gives something, when there is a giving power, we know
to whom we are indebted. Before, there was
religion, there was God for this, it was perfect, one could give thanks to God. Today, no,
there is no one to thank. Therefore the situation is disequilibrated.
One can recall the European question here.
Brussels is such an abstract place, it is not to
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JB: Yes, it is true. I think that actually the lack of meaning, to be insignificant or
non-significant is ambivalent. It can be very
negative, a real loss – the lost object – or on
the contrary can be the base for a strategy. It
is true that the system with the pre-eminence
of the medium creates such a situation, that
can then maybe be exploited, maintaining the
idea that meaning is lost. I think for instance
of political language. It is a language that has
no meaning, beyond meaning, but which
works with the immateriality of language,
with pure language. You can turn its absurdity against it. There has been the idea of turning the medium against itself, of making of it
an excessive use for instance, a delirious use.
This strategy has been used by Americans in
the sixties, the seventies. To fight against the
media on the grounds of the media, to exceed
them, to go further with the same logic.
I’m thinking of photography, because it is
what has interested me more. One can see in
it an altogether different idea of technique, of

technique as medium precisely. In photography, in the photographic act, what is interesting is that even the object disappears, along
with the subject. Technique functions as a
medium of disappearance, but also as the art
of disappearance. So in this case it is not negative at all, on the contrary. Technique puts
an end to the unilateral mastery of the subject over the world. Technique, which should
work for our hegemony on the world, on objects, works in reverse in that the object appears through the technique. It is the object
that in some sense uses technique, clandestinely, secretly, ambiguously, in order to appear, to exist. Then, I would be cautious, but
one could restate the question of technique in
these terms.
MS: One could remark at this point, banally
if you like, that you still need to presuppose the
existence of something, of a subject, that orients
technique towards the better or worse result …
JB: Yes. But there is a point in which the
autonomy of the medium, the fact that it is
the medium that acts, is important. Certainly there is always the subject. We can take as
an example the computer: all the operations
are programmed by a subject, somewhere
they have been thought of by a subject. But
at a certain point in the technical act the subject itself gets lost, loses its identity, its mastery. Something happens that it is no longer
in the mastery of the subject.
MS: Coming back to symbols and images:
you have often referred to the concept of the
aestheticisation of everyday life. It seems to
me that such a concept, as it is commonly described, amounts to a kind of anaesthetisation,
obfuscation of the senses, which hinders the reaction to stimulations.
In fact the way in which aestheticisation is
described seems rather anaesthetising. But,
otherwise what is aestheticisation? The aesthetic is ambiguous today, as is economy. This
general aestheticisation is a levelling, a neutralisation. Whereas if you take aestheticisation in the strong sense, then there is distance,
there is an aesthetic judgement. There is plea-

sure also – this is what is being threatened.
Is it possible to find it again? Yes, I hope so,
but today the risk is to fall back into aesthetic
models, and therefore into an aesthetics that
is no longer about subjective taste, subjective
judgement, but about models. Hence distance
is lost, and only a play of model and countermodel is left. One is really dealing with a
kind of cultural cloning, of aesthetic cloning
too. Today this extension of culture implies
a kind of general extension of aesthetic banality. It is part of political correctness, so to
speak. Enterprises give themselves a wealth of
signs, identification marks, promote culture.
The great risk today is this type of aestheticisation. They say: all becomes market, economy, value, all becomes commodity, aesthetics
included. I would say instead that the main
risk is, on the contrary, that all today’s commodities are aestheticised: it is a kind of cultural aesthetic legitimacy, and that is the real
globalisation.
All this does not offer many possibilities
for rediscovering a dimension of distance, a
dimension that would really create another
scenario. As long as there was the real – if we
can say so – there was the imaginary as well,
as there was the possibility of aesthetic distance and of aesthetic sublimation. In the hyperreal it is much more difficult because the
real swallows the imaginary as well. In the hyperreal everything is actualised, therefore distance is more difficult to find. Is it possible to
oppose this new violence, invisible, imperceptible, to contest it, question it by recreating a violence of the traditional type in some
way? Is a defence in the name of ancient values possible? Can resistance come from humanistic values, the values of the Enlightenment, or else should something more radical
be invented? I would be for the more radical
way.
Then resistance would not be precisely aesthetic. When I say rediscovering particularity, it is no longer in the aesthetic realm. When
I talk of photography in this sense, an image
that would really be an image, it is no lon-
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ger on the aesthetic plane, nor on the moral plane. It is about objects, or situations that
would be beyond good and evil, but also beyond beautiful and ugly, transaesthetic, that
overtake the system from above, going further somehow, but considering objective conditions, rather than trying to rediscover a defensive strategy reactivating aesthetic values.
MS: But if we recuperate the etymological
sense of aesthetic, therefore sense, sensation,
could this notion bring a dimension of resistance, resistance precisely to the anaesthetised
state brought about by the surplus of stimulations?
Re-sensitise things, give them a sensitive
side again. We are not talking of art at this
point, it is really the level of sensations. Yes,
maybe I agree, on the idea of reinventing a
body, sensations, sentiments. To reinvent sensation as passion somehow, aisthesis, the aesthetic of the sensible, and not of the sensational!
Note
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Interview
Robert M. Maniquis1: I wanted to begin
with something very important in our cultural
life – the incidental news story. Though this
business of the Minitel is much more than
incidental. Did you see the TV documentary
on the Minitel in Strasbourg?2
Jean Baudrillard: No.
RM: You know they gave five thousand
Minitels to people in Strasbourg; then someone
hacked the system so well that lots of people
began communicating by Minitel, arranging to
meet, contacting each other and sending obscene
messages. There was a big fuss about it. The
other day there was a little article in Le Monde
calling this a kind of revolution, an invisible
revolution in cybernetic communication.3

8

Thousands of people are sending obscene
messages to one another day and night. There
may be a degree of exaggeration in all this, but
what we see here is a desire for expression, a
desire to seize the means of communication
and, at the same time, a kind of suppression in
the media, a re-routing.
JB: And it took place at Strasbourg, this
business?
RM: Yes.
JB: And it went very well?
RM: So it seems. People are fascinated by it.
JB: They did experiments with computers
at Vélizy near Paris. Initially people were
fascinated by them but after a while all the
interest went out of it. People don’t know what
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to do with a computer. They don’t have any use
for it, unless they’re bitten by the bug and start
playing with it, so that after a spell of use-value
comes communication-value. The mental,
psychological yield is very low. In their daily
lives, people aren’t in a sufficiently complex
system for things like that to be necessary.
What is it they’re supposed to need to process?
What can they process? The substance of their
daily lives is relatively simple.
RM: You mean at the message level . . .?
JB: Yes, because that’s the distortion in all
this computer stuff – mistaking every private
individual for a scaled-down administrative
body, a miniinstitution that would need a
Minitel.
RM: With lots of things to send out.
JB: That’s it. Ready to receive any message,
ready to send them out, as though people
spent their lives doing that. It isn’t possible,
this kind of dictatorship of the message.
RM: Most messages are, in fact, very simple
– of the type: ‘Do you perhaps want to go out
one evening?’ or ‘I’d like you to be there.’
JB: One can accept that there’s a contacttype function, a phatic function; the idea
of saying, ‘Oh, you’re there,’ ‘Yes, I’m here,’
‘You’re actually there,’ ‘Yes, I’m here,’ ‘Hello,
then,’ ‘Hello, let’s talk on the phone.’ It’s a sort
of communication that merely tests out the
medium.
RM: It’s a bit like CB [Citizens Band] radio.
JB: For people on the road, lorry drivers,
you can very much understand the function
of a speech-based connection – speaking
instead of putting the radio on for some music
– but with people at home, it’s a strange sort
of interference in their lives. In recent years,
there’s been a whole reaction against this in
the name of protecting the security of one’s
private sphere. The fear was that, through all
this IT stuff, it was going to be possible to put
you under surveillance. I don’t much believe
that there’ll be a monitoring in terms of
content – a checking-up on your life. But there
is the idea of simply connecting yourself up
and that isn’t innocuous and I’m not sure, for
my part, whether there isn’t a deep resistance
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among people to that. Where is there a use
for this? For the military, for scientists – and
children, perhaps, because they use it totally
for play. Beyond that, I don’t see any desire
for it. Listen, we’ve never seen a thing that’s
been so heavily promoted as this – in France,
at any rate. People have computers pushed at
them, given to them and then, one day, they’ll
be imposed on them, whether they like it or
not. It’s like a sort of IT sacrament.
RM: There’s also a certain stimulus to
seduction in the machine itself and in the
explanation users receive when they’re given
the machine. People are given the impression
they have a certain power over the system and
even over other people. You see that in the TV
documentary on the Minitel: people spending
hours in front of the screen like musicians,
composers, like people who broadcast to others
with their creative force. Perhaps they’re
forgetting that they too are in the grid, that
they’re also ‘composed’, as is the case in all
languages and codes.
JB: I’ve a son who has a computer. He
plays with it. He’s invented programs, you
see, software, but I still have the impression
that . . . Oh, of course, there are always people
on the other end of the message, though not
always. But, all the same, it’s a kind of autocommunication; it’s yourself you’re receiving,
loud and clear. If you have nothing dramatic
to say to them and if the message changes
nothing in their lives, the others don’t make
any real reply.
RM: You say, for example, that for most
people a machine like that isn’t much use, but
in your books you speak a great deal about the
need to have one’s say. In a system of signs, in a
code, there’s nothing to be done except having
the say that smashes the code.
JB: Yes.
RM: Which implies a sort of profound faith
in the power of that word, in the power of the
idea of speaking.
JB: Yes, and . . .
RM: And at the same time, in your
thinking on the Minitel, you have a degree of
reservation about the need to speak so much.

I’m not saying that’s a contradiction but these
are two ideas that have perhaps to be more
clearly related to each other. In your books we
see you thrilled by the idea that there are cracks
somewhere in the system; there are places, here
and there, where you can do something. This
isn’t general and it isn’t total, but you can do
something and, so far as you’re concerned, it’s
often the idea that you can speak.
JB: Yes, you can speak. There remains a
sort of absolute need – well, a need or desire
– to speak, even if you’ve nothing to say. I
think that’s where we are now – at the point
of expressing yourself when you’ve nothing
to say. What had interested me in graffiti was
precisely that. If you take the first generation
of graffiti, it was: ‘I’m so-and-so. I live in
New York. I exist.’ OK, that’s all. It isn’t even
a communication, it’s really the minimal
message, it’s ‘I’m here.’

Perhaps that’s the difference between a graffiti
thing and a thing to do with the telephone
network, the Minitel network. I talked about
an insurrection by signs, and that has to be
distinguished from a network that creates
expression. In that latter case, there’s no
priority accorded to expression after all, even
an expression that has no meaning, which is
really to accord priority to saying: ‘Despite all
your networks, I exist somewhere.’
But a network isn’t a territory. Graffiti
occupies a wall. It grabs a territory for itself,
even if it says nothing. Whereas in the other
case, people aren’t on their territory, they’re
in a marked-off area, you see, and there
they’re made to speak but it’s clear that it’s the
network that makes them speak. It’s because
they’ve been given a Minitel that they’re going
to start speaking. But is that speech? I’d make
a distinction all the same. There’s one kind of

There remains a sort of absolute need – well, a need or
desire – to speak, even if you’ve nothing to say.
I think that’s where we are now – at the point
of expressing yourself when you’ve nothing to say.
In fact, in the latest things, the latest ones
I’ve seen – you know these well, they’re all
over – in the graffiti that are purely graphic,
this kind of angular, syncopated writing that
no longer says anything at all – that doesn’t
even say, ‘I’m so-and-so, I exist’ but simply
that there’s graffiti going on – it’s still a form
of expression. So this is saying, at the same
time, ‘I exist since I’m speaking, I’m doing
graffiti, but I’ve no meaning, I’ve no name, I’ve
nothing to say, I don’t want to say anything or
mean anything, but I’m doing graffiti all the
same.’ This is all that remains of a drive for
expression when you’ve nothing to say.
So there is actually something there, I
think, and at the same time it has an intensity
to it; it has all the more intensity for the fact
that it has no meaning. At a certain point
you can really isolate a sort of thing like
that, which is, indeed, addressed to no one.

speech which, as I see it, has to do with what
we were saying – with causing a breakdown;
making a break or opening a breach – and
another which is pure and simple conformity
to the code.
Having said that, you can play within the
code, but the essential thing is that you’re
connected and connected within the norms
of the system itself. This is perhaps a little bit
of a partial view, because we can’t be all that
clear what might happen in five years’ time;
other events may occur. In the current state
of things, it’s more a capture of words. You tell
yourself, people don’t participate politically,
they don’t do anything, they don’t take any
risks, but, all the same, they must want to
speak. So there you set up a system for them
for capturing empty words; but in one case the
empty speech is powerful because it’s empty,
you see, and in the other it’s empty speech and
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has no other power than that. It can’t register
itself elsewhere, so it maintains the illusion of
communication. It’s perhaps for that reason
that children use it so well; they have no
pretensions to meaning, they don’t seek out
the meaning of things, the key thing for them
is to scribble away, to be doing something. So
a thing like that’s brilliant for children, and
there’s really nothing to be said about that.
But as for the social use of this, that’s another
matter.
RM: When you spoke at UCLA in 1983
you made a connection between children and
the masses. It’s the sort of analogy that might
easily be taken as a joke but I suppose you
meant it seriously. You said that in the masses
there is, in fact, a certain childlike desire for the
rejection of meaning and a defensive attraction
towards what intellectuals often call hogwash.
Do the masses really wallow in hogwash for
self-protection?
JB: Yes, listen, that strategy is a logical
one; this all seems very reasonable to me. If
people are confronted with meaning and
ideal values, then they can inevitably gauge
their own mediocrity. Really, what else do
you expect them to do? They’re consigned
to their stupidity, their mediocrity. Why
would they get into all those things and make
themselves look foolish? There’s no reason
to submit themselves to the decrees of the
intellectually privileged, of those who hold
power; that would be completely masochistic.
Why do you expect people today to respond
to political appeals and express a real opinion,
when they know that real opinion will have
no influence anyway? It’ll be of no value.
So, one way or another, they evade
the difficulty. It isn’t even a rejection, it’s
a challenge: ‘No, you won’t fool us!’ The
psychology of the people is founded on some
extremely simple things but, despite that,
they’re not stupid things. Popular psychology
is to say: ‘I won’t be had,’ ‘You won’t fool me,’
‘You didn’t fool me.’ People may think it’s a
pretty shabby way of behaving, but it isn’t. I
think we can manage to understand it. We’d
have to see if there aren’t behaviours of this
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kind today that are expressive all the same.
I was, in fact, talking about the silence of
the masses and I still think that’s actually a
rather fundamental phenomenon, but today
in France (we see in the political field) you
also have astonishing kinds of events. Recently
there was a sort of government censorship
of free radio stations. So a number of free
radio stations were temporarily banned and
one of these, called Énergie, called on people
to demonstrate to defend their free radio
station. Astonishingly, fifty thousand people
took to the streets for Énergie, without any
political aim. They were simply happy to be
in the street and see themselves as a sort of
people, a sort of population, even though
it’s just a media audience, so it’s something
abstract and its members don’t actually see
each other. Suddenly, in that way what’s just
an audience becomes a people in the street,
whereas the job of the media is to transform
the people into an audience. In this case, you
found an audience turned into a people and
it was quite astonishing. It was an event that
had no consequences; when it was over, it was
over. It was, in the end, a kind of advertising
for free radio stations, but it was still a way
of expressing oneself in identity terms: we’re
here, we’re the music. In days gone by, people
went out on the streets as an act of rebellion,
saying, ‘We are the Workers, we are History,
etc.’ Here, it’s not that at all, but ‘We’re music,
we’re really happy to see ourselves in the
streets – Wow, what a lot of us there are, that’s
fantastic!’ The event is purely circumscribed
like that. But it’s an event all the same, it’s
something.
RM: A sort of ambulant graffiti.
JB: Yes, a sort of ambulant graffiti. It’s the
first time we saw the appearance on that scale
of the hidden side of the media – namely the
side of the receivers. Normally, they don’t exist,
you never see them. People go and survey them
with little focus groups, etc., but in this case
they were out in the street, making no claims
for themselves, neither transgressive nor
violent. It’s quite astonishing, you see, this
affirmation of the most minimal of identities,

but at least, ‘Right, well, what am I in life? I’m
a listener to Énergie and that’s important to
me.’ So, there you are, it’s a thing.
RM: I’d like to ask you a question about a
certain ambiguity I see in your writings on the
status of the unconscious. From time to time, it
seems like a certain force that has to be referred
to, while at others it seems – how shall I put
it? – as something that’s already been grasped,
exploited and finished with. Do you see what I
mean?
JB: Yes, of course.
RM: It isn’t always clear.
JB: You know, I’ve never fully clarified
this business of the unconscious either. I
haven’t, myself, confronted the question of
psychoanalysis directly. For a long time I was
inside it. I’ve also used it a lot, of course, but
ultimately used it. I can’t say I’ve really gone
into all its ins and outs. Indeed, I didn’t see
that as a useful thing to do.
So the unconscious, like a lot of things, like
primitive societies, was a lever for change. Let’s
say that, for me, now, it’s less interesting. Or
let’s say that the unconscious, as established
by psychoanalysis, the unconscious of
repression, where what should be said, what it
should be possible to say, isn’t said – no, I’ve no
wish to talk about that any more. In the end, I
don’t like the idea of this bar of repression any
more, because, ultimately, it always implies a
potential liberation. It’s no accident that the
unconscious has been turned into a sort of
revolutionary subject, it’s always caught up in
the same system – alienation and all that. In
the end, that presupposes a symbolic order,
a break, a repression and, despite that, a
promise of...
RM: It presupposes reference too?
JB: Well, yes. There necessarily is a very,
very strong frame of reference. At the point of
writing Symbolic Exchange and Death [1976],
there’s still a sort of symbolic nostalgia which
has a very marked orientation and can, in some
cases, also use the notion of unconscious.
Whereas after On Seduction [1979], there’s
really a break with that. Seduction’s over,

there’s no symbolic order any more. There’s
even a sort of irony towards any kind of
symbolic order whatever. But language is
treacherous, as you know. You always have to
try to use the force of discourse more or less.
Today, discourse is very much bound up in
the structures of the unconscious, but today I
think that’s a simplistic solution. We have to
look elsewhere than in this sort of thwarted
desire, this play of desire. In short, as I see it,
as you know, desire has to do with the subject
and what I’ve tried to do is to go over to the
side of the object, so to go and look at what
may seduce, what may challenge. I try to
speak about another ‘genius’ that would lie in
the object, not in a subject hidden from itself.
The ‘genius’ of the subject is an unconscious
entity, you see, so that’s still the desire thing.
I wanted to get out of all that business. I
don’t know why because it’s given us some
very fine things, though perhaps people
live their lives like that because they’ve had
the theory of the unconscious and all that
inculcated in them. If you like, we’ve gone
from the unconscious as a strong myth –
though this may itself be a fantasy, but a very
strong fantasy of reversal and subversion – to
a culture of the unconscious – in other words,
where everybody today has to know that their
unconscious is structured like a language
and so on. But all that’s part of a highly
sophisticated culture, you see. It doesn’t really
yield anything of value. So, given that, it’s
better to drop it.
RM: But it’s hard, nonetheless, to drop
the idea of the unconscious. There’s a certain
nostalgia for the unconscious. It seems to be
one of those indispensable ideas, in fact, one of
those essential levers for finding a base, a frame
of reference.
JB: Yes, of course. I believe it’s one of the
finest mechanisms that’s been found and
then, as usual, you can’t say that it’s neither
true nor false. In a sense it was true. There
was quite an extraordinary truth-effect
with the unconscious, as there was with
Marx and the productive forces and all
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that. And yet, somehow, in my opinion, it’s
a sort of simulacrum today. There’s a sort of
simulated horizon where you can decipher
everything, interpret everything thanks to
the unconscious and, as a result, it becomes
a stereotype and you have to go beyond signs.
It’s a pitiless process. It’s always the same, as it
were. You can’t just cling to something; after
a while, it becomes a truth, it produces trutheffects and hence total simulation-effects.
That’s quite clear.
Having said that, this isn’t exactly
a judgement on psychoanalysis as an
institution. That exists and is subject to the
same constraints as other institutions. The
unconscious was perhaps something stronger
than psychoanalysis itself. I don’t know how
to put this, but no strong concept like that
can govern thinking for long. Subtly, but
inevitably, it turns against itself and becomes
simulation; it’s substantivated. At a pinch,
we can keep the unconscious as a qualifier.
I employ a lot of qualifiers like that – the
obscene, the fatal and, all right, you can add
the unconscious. These are more of the
order of qualifiers than concepts. This lighttouch usage can be all right, but if you start
putting capital letters on them, you see, and
producing hypersophisticated theories about
the unconscious... You have to look at what
psychoanalysis has become today in France.
It’s a highly intricate, sophisticated mechanism
but, at the same time, quite useless.
RM: Minutely detailed.
JB: Yes, absolutely. When a thing like
that’s invented, it has terrific power, but I
can’t understand how people don’t see how
things change, how they become corrupted in
their hands like that, how they become mere
‘keys’ – like the ‘keys’ to the unconscious. This
has fallen more or less to the level books of
dream interpretation were at before Freud,
and of course that was seen as stupid. It’s
quite possible that all this machinery of the
unconscious has been liquidated, has fallen
away like a number of things, and that we
have to try to probe and go beyond that.
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When all’s said and done, there is perhaps a
possible use of all these things still, including
political economy, including the unconscious
and loads of things like that – why not? –
but an ironic, paradoxical use. I can’t see any
other use today. Perhaps we’re in a rather
postmodern culture, which can have a
second-level use of things, but certainly with
entirely ironic effects. It’s too much to ask that
there should be a system of interpretation
that works all the time. It isn’t possible, do
you see? I can’t understand intellectuals or
psychoanalysts not having an almost animal
reflex when they encounter a machine that’s
too good, too effective, too operational...
RM: You put me in mind of those French
people who use the expression ‘Are you trendy?’
[‘Est-ce que tu es branché?’] You can feel the
irony in it...
JB: Yes, of course.
RM: ...because they know that people have
to be ‘trendy’ and, at the same time, they laugh
at the idea of having to be.
JB: We’re in a culture that’s a bit like that
today. Television recently organised a party –
you see, it’s the media that even organise parties
these days – a TV programme on ‘image’, and
so the girl making the programme organised
an ‘image’ party in a big disused hotel in New
York and so there were three to four hundred
people ‘with an image’ there. With the ‘image’,
you can do anything; you can play on any
sort of sign, but the crucial thing is to have an
image, a sort of singular appearance but one
that isn’t really a fashion, nor really a mode
of communication. You have to have your
label, your image, your ‘look’. You take care
over it, but there’s no great claim being made.
There’s no claim to be transcribing an identity
or a genuine qualitative difference. It’s a game.
Everything was a game, in fact, in that party.
It was funny because all these people walked
by one another, but without hardly seeing
each other. ‘Image’ isn’t even made to attract
the other’s gaze. There’s no seduction in it. It
isn’t trying to be transgressive or seductive.
You appear, you create a particular image
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for yourself, but you don’t really expect any
recognition. That produces a strange sort of
society, do you see? There’s a real chill to it.
RM: It can even send a chill up your spine.
JB: Yes, it’s cold, but it isn’t a state of
absurdity or despair. They aren’t unhappy.
But they’re all there, each with their image, in
their particular niche or bubble, do you see?
RM: Do you think it’s defensive? Or do you
see that the way you do the childlike masses in
consumer society?
JB: What I want to say is that there isn’t
any real fantasy going on in that either, any
more than there is perhaps for the media
audience. You don’t express yourself through
wild things like that or in ‘image’. You can
wear swastikas, chains, safety pins – it doesn’t
convey anything. Psychoanalysts who rolled
up and said, ‘Look at this, this and this,’ would
be wasting their time. They wouldn’t have
grasped the fact that this expresses a situation
in which people no longer even believe in
signs as a real difference but are playing at
difference. You’re doing this partly ironically,
so it’s not about unhappiness. Since you’re
being ironic, there is, in fact, an effect of
distance or play to what you do. It can’t be said
that it’s particularly jubilant either. There’s no
enthusiasm, it isn’t a movement with some
sort of goal, such as to stand out from the
crowd or to stand for something different.
It doesn’t stand for anything at all. It doesn’t
even claim an identity, it plays at identity.
Today, in a system like ours, where we no
longer have an identity, there isn’t even any
point in thinking of extending yourself in
some greater cause, because the whole of our
job is to manage to exist in terms of identity.
This isn’t funny as a condition. It’s almost a
matter of desperation, asserting your identity,
whether as a homosexual, a lorry driver or
whatever. Everyone today’s in search of their
identity. So your ‘image’ is a bit like going
further in the same direction. That is to say,
since we’re in a system of searching for identity
– and that without hope or illusions – right,
let’s play identity; but we don’t believe in it.
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RM: And, needless to say, there’s no
unconscious in that. Though it’s cold, I find a
certain pleasure in pondering a game like this,
without any unconscious, without all the endless
prattle of our media-style pop psychology.
JB: You can’t read the unconscious into that.
Indeed, it’s pretty difficult even to detect in it
the problem that’s on the agenda today – the
history of sexuality. Is sexuality diminishing?
Sexuality’s no longer such a glorious register
as it once was. The history of sexual liberation
– that all belongs to the past. Admittedly, if
you envisage a highly sexualised value system
of the nineteenth- or twentieth-century
type and all that, then there’s necessarily
the unconscious, Oedipus and so on. It all
formed a relatively coherent system, but we’re
certainly dealing with a less highly sexualised
system today – hence less unconscious too,
more ironic, more floating. We’re dealing with
less identifiable, ‘lower definition’ individuals,
if I can put it that way. It’s a bit like the media,
a bit like what McLuhan said about TV; it
isn’t a strong image, it’s a lower-intensity,
lowerdefinition image. We’re dealing with
lower-definition individuals today, but they
don’t necessarily suffer as a result.
If you’re not high-definition, that’s to say,
having an ego, a superego and an unconscious,
you no longer have those structures of the
strong kind, where you have repression and
fantasies. You have a much more lightweight
thing, a ‘soft’ individuality. And, in that case, I
don’t see why there’d be a need to read that in
strong terms, in terms of an unconscious. Look
at the way people go through psychoanalysis
these days. Most times, it’s done discreetly;
they go along, but they don’t quite know why.
They’re not trying to be cured either. You go
into analysis because that’s part of the image
too. There’s a psychoanalytic ‘look’, you see,
just as there’s a socialist ‘look’ or a sexual
‘look’. Among those people, that generation,
they definitely play out their sexuality as ‘look’
or image, as drive [pulsion].
Retrospectively, it’s reasonable to ask
oneself whether all this history of sexuality

business hasn’t always been a bit less serious
than the way it’s been theorised by our
great thinkers. At any rate, if it was perhaps
really serious, it isn’t any more. It has passed
through an ironising phase. I’d see that more
as something paradoxical. Sexuality itself has
really collapsed into irony. This is what I was
saying when I was writing about Foucault
[Forget Foucault; first French edition 1977]
and his history of sexuality. He was suddenly
according a seriousness to all that, whereas
it no longer had any; and with political
power, too, he suddenly has to substantivate
something that’s already changed – and did
so long ago – into something much more
lightweight in nature.
RM: But in all that I, personally, feel a curious
mix of nostalgia and contempt for the frame of
reference – for something one refers to at the
same time as one abandons it. This irony you
speak of isn’t the irony or ambiguity that rescues
the aesthetic form as a vestige of ontological
or social form, that balances up contradictory
elements in a simulacrum of resolution. Nor is
it a dialectical process. Isn’t it, quite simply, a
game on the surface of things, a way of saying
goodbye to all that, to all ‘sensiblerie’ – to any
idea that it means something to play the game
of the symbolic, the real and signification?
JB: Yes, and there everything hinges on
the idea of reversibility. Things have a way of
turning around, of reversing themselves. The
world thwarts our subjective undertakings –
and even our irony. The world eludes us, things
elude us; everything withdraws, folds back
into itself, slips away just as you think you’re
apprehending it. All great undertakings fail
in their encounter with the world, as though
it were a sort of elusive reality, a reality that’s
already elsewhere when you arrive. This is
even true of the so-called exact sciences today.
The object is elusive, the object withdraws,
slips away, flees, escapes. As I see it, there is an
irony, a paradox and an objective irony in this
elusiveness, if I can put it that way. That’s what
interests me – and, of course, the reflections of
that. Even so, one somehow has a sense of this.

I can’t say one has it in an unconscious way –
in the Freudian sense of course – but one has
it somewhere. After the great Golden Age of
subjective ambition, of grand ideologies and
all that, I believe we’re collectively aware now
of this sort of irony, this sort of thing. And this
saves us from despair, because otherwise we’d
be in complete despair. We’re both in a state
of melancholy, which is the work of mourning
for all the subjective ambitions, for power, for
knowledge, and aware of this something else.
The fact that the world is ironic can also
relate to seduction. By that I mean that
the world is seduced in advance; there’s a
seduction that’s always there beforehand. You
can’t see things head on. You can’t analyse
them. You won’t be able to – that’s over. And,
given that state of affairs, you have to come
to terms with the ironic status of the world
and things. And if you do that, you do at least
escape despair. This isn’t to find a solution – I
don’t give a damn about that – but it means,
all the same, that things are different. We’re
no longer in the position of the despairing
subject; the position now can be a floating,
ironical, paradoxical one that isn’t a form of
passivity. It definitely isn’t that – passivity
– but it’s a different way of relating to the
world. I don’t believe in the relationship with
the world that people are currently trying to
invent – interaction, interface, accelerated
communication, always being hip and in-theloop. I don’t believe in that. I believe much
more in an ironic equilibrium between subject
and object, and between things.
RM: If reversibility is key to the ironic play
of signs, do you believe people who know how
to play the game, those who are ‘in the loop’,
don’t give a damn about the dominant post-war
– nuclear – imaginary? They don’t ascribe too
much reality to that strategic game. In fact the
whole of its reality, its entire political and social
force, lies merely in its imaginary structure.
JB: Do you mean, they don’t care about it
at all?
RM: Yes, everyone knows – as a good citizen
– that you haven’t got to give a damn about it.
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At the same time, sound common sense tells us
that we have to give a damn about it. If you
take it too seriously, you fall into despair. You’ve
spoken about the potentially despairing subject
and if you don’t take nuclear seriously, if you
take an ironic stance to it, you aren’t using a –
conscious or unconscious – defence, but you’re
joining the dominant language game. You find
yourself communicating with ‘the nuclear’. Do
you understand what I mean?
It’s difficult to explain everything by a
traditional system of signs and reflections of
meaning, but ‘the nuclear’ is a system of signs
entirely suited to a large part of our social and
intellectual discourse. Or you can look at it the
other way round and say that our contemporary
discourses are entirely suited to the imaginary
of the nuclear. So the signs in the various
discourses are reversible, as you say, but the
discourses, the jargons of the military and the
fashionable ‘image’ people are reversible too.

hidden within signs; but when you say that,
it doesn’t work. People need to believe that
either we engage in struggle or we’re heading
for catastrophe – it’s inevitable and so it’s a
destiny, though an unhappy destiny of course;
or, alternatively, we have to struggle because
humanity is said to be good and we have to
re-establish the goodness of things, which is
also absolutely unconscionable naïvety. We
never spot that there’s a destiny of signs, but
a happy destiny because it’s reversible, never
inevitable. But it’s very difficult to get people
to understand that.
RM: You say people don’t accept that, but
in a sense they do, because they respond to the
nuclear with their own manipulation of signs.
JB: They sense it, yes.
RM: Or we can say that they play well –
as well as the strategists? As an idea, they’ll
never accept it, but what do ideas matter? We
know very well that that’s a domain that’s not

The fact that the world is ironic can also relate to seduction.
By that I mean that the world is seduced in advance;
there’s a seduction that’s always there beforehand.
JB: Yes, yes, yes, that’s it. If you’re in a
system of signs like that, I deeply believe you
have to keep in mind that the signs are all
reversible. Unlike reality, the sign is a thing
that’s reversible; so there’s a reversibility of
signs and, ultimately, that’s our good fortune.
You take the nuclear seriously and positively,
and people will tell you, ‘Nuclear weapons
will end up being used because they exist!’
No, that’s not true, because that’s not how it
is, but at that moment I believe more in the
reversibility of signs than in the release of
forces (though I don’t actually know which
forces). Or even, in the case of nuclear... I
don’t know. The ecologists, the antinuclear
forces, campaigning against nuclear, you see,
the forces of liberation, of autonomy – I don’t
believe in those things. They have no power.
The nuclear in itself is much more powerful
than that. In the end, we also have to think
and hope that happily there’s a reversibility
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advancing in the slightest. But it’s true that, in
their behaviour, people invent things that are
in phase with that feeling, with the idea that,
ultimately, it has to be perhaps that we can
play with that. That’s why I like a country like
Italy so much, since ultimately they’re in an
absolutely catastrophic, confused situation:
terrorism, the mafia, no state, no institutions.
And there’s something like a sort of joyous
credibility, a sort of completely reversible
use of things, a sort of irony in action. I find
that to be truly a culture of derision, of irony.
You might say it’s frivolous, but that seems
to me to be one of the future solutions that’s
being invented in a state of total incoherence.
Of course, there’s no idea behind it, no
consciousness behind it, but all the same you
can see...
RM: That can also be a lethal irony too...
JB: Ah, yes, it can produce terrorism
too, lots of things – but I’m not looking for

a pious or peaceful solution. It isn’t that, it’s
something else. Of course, this irony’s quite
lethal. But at least, if I can put it this way, it
gets us out of the kind of absurd optimism–
pessimism dilemma. I’m sick of that, because
that’s the response I always get – accusations
of pessimism. This is neither optimistic nor
pessimistic. You know very well that the
situation is catastrophic from the standpoint
of meaning, from the standpoint of ideas,
from the standpoint of goals. It’s catastrophic
and there’s no point denying it, but at the
same time, it isn’t pessimistic. There’s actually
a saying along those lines, which I can’t quite
remember. It’s something like: ‘The situation
is catastrophic but it isn’t serious.’4
RM: It’s a situation that invites the use of other
people’s deaths as a political sign, as material
for manufacturing images. I’m thinking of the
Italian train the terrorists blew up a few weeks
ago [24 December 1984] in a tunnel in the
Apennines. There were twenty-four dead. After
the explosion, any number of organisations
called the press to claim responsibility. There
was competition to see who could appropriate
the corpses as images of their political strength.
JB: Ah, yes, yes, yes. That’s something
impossible, fantastical.
RM: At a pinch, it’s more important to
create the belief that you could kill people
like that than really killing them. The terrorist
understands the system of nuclear terrorism
very well. In other words, that it takes very few
material events to unleash this play of signs of
power.
JB: Yes, yes, a very little dose of events
. . . incredible, yes. And, at a pinch, it’s true
that it really matters little who the guys were
who actually put the bomb on the train; it’s
anybody and it could be nobody. It purely and
simply expresses the fact that a society needs
a phantasmagoria like that at a given point,
a terrorist thing, etc., that has no political
antecedents and no political goal either, but
simply expresses the fact that, all in all, it’s
better, all the same, that something completely
accidental and absurd happens, something
entirely senseless. It’s like graffiti, you know.

Terrorism is graffiti too, whether of the Right
or Left. Anyway, what are Rightist strategies?
To spread chaos in Italy. But there’s so much
chaos already. It’s senseless. To destabilise
Italian society? Italian society has found the
solution: it’s unstable, it has no stability, so no
political ambition of that kind can succeed.
That’s the reason why even the Red Brigades
came to grief. They went as far as they could
with this, but it’s finished, even that’s over and
done with, but that won’t prevent terrorist
events like this one. Indeed, at that point, a
natural catastrophe is a terrorist event of the
same type and that’s all there is to it.
RM: Even the Red Brigades were perhaps
a bit overtaken by events, since they were the
only ones . . .
JB: Yes, they said they weren’t responsible.
They were outflanked!
RM: Yes, they were lost in the crowd...
JB: No, but it’s magnificent, do you
see? Actually, everyone’s going to claim
responsibility – ‘It’s me, it’s me!’ – simply,
there again, to find an identity. It’s a comical
situation. It’s comical because, so far as the
media are concerned, there isn’t the slightest
attempt to elucidate these things. Each time,
the same things are said. That’s terrifying. You
think to yourself, this isn’t possible. Perhaps
we also have to come to terms with that
and say, ‘OK, so there’s no progress,’ but tell
ourselves that, deep down, that’s perhaps yet
another form of nostalgia – giving something
a meaning all the same by saying: ‘It’s not what
you think. I’ll tell you what it means.’
RM: But I believe that what annoys the
media – and people generally – in these events
is the fact that death has lost any possibility of
being sacrificial.
JB: Yes, yes, certainly.
RM: This terrorist act that makes political
assassination look like accidental death isn’t
exactly like the random choice of a scapegoat.
The terrorist offers us a taste of a sacrificial
interpretation and, at the same time, withholds
it from us. It’s at least the victims throwing out
a challenge to the idea of the sacrificial or to
a society, which causes society, the media and
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all the official institutions to respond with the
idea of the sacrificial. The cry goes up: ‘All these
people who’ve been sacrificed.’ So there is a
meaning in this; the sacrificial dimension gives
meaning.
And yet, when you look for the meaning in it,
it’s clear there’s none at all. Do you understand
what I mean? What annoys us about terrorists
is that they hurl this meaningless death in
our faces. And in that regard, I think, there’s
something that parallels the idea of the nuclear,
in which there’s no meaning either. There
again, even official society tells us we have a
system that has no sense and each time there’s
a response to that with nonsense, the official
voice replies: ‘No, it isn’t possible that it should
be nonsensical. There has to be meaning.’ Or
are they telling us there’s sense in nonsense? It’s
enough to drive us a bit crazy or force us into
the arms of the ‘image’ crowd.
JB: Yes, there’s something extremely
complicated going on there, though I believe
people have a great capacity to cope with
non-meaning. We’ve already seen Italian
society’s ability actually to organise itself in
meaninglessness, while there’s an Italian state
that would like to give meaning to Italian
society and can’t manage to. The Italian
Communist Party, which is the state – it’s the
only organised force – would like to give it
meaning, but in reality if it managed to, it would
simply be smashing the unofficial structures.
In other words, there are people who manage
very well to organise their lives, their daily
existences in political meaninglessness, in the
meaninglessness of crisis, as the currency just
drifts. That has no effect; people can get by
very well. They even derive a kind of energy
from it, almost a kind of... not joy... but not
sorrow either, whereas when you try to tell
them, ‘Right, it’s time to begin to rationalise
your energies!’ that leads to disaster – for
example, in the Italian regions. There’s an
Italian tradition in the provinces. They have
great autonomy. This works very well at the
cultural level and when the state tried to
regionalise a country that had in reality never
been nationalised and to create artificially
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demarcated regions, they totally wrecked the
unofficial, traditional structures of the regions
that did exist. But no, they had to have things
rational. So there’s a strange old battle there
between the society and the state.
In reality, Italy proves that the state isn’t
necessary. It’s crazy, you understand, for the
state... it’s a real scandal not to accept that. So,
it’s going to fight society to show that a state
is necessary all the same. Even if it doesn’t
exist, it still has to be proved that the state’s
necessary. Italy is that battle; it’s quite thrilling.
Personally, I quite like Italy for that, whereas
here there’s a sort of absolute recognition that
the state is needed. We suffer as a result because,
in reality, the state doesn’t exist here either.
Our political class is... what? It’s nothing, but
there’s a sort of consensus on the necessity of
the state, on institutions, their rationality and
all that. So we’re very sad because we despair
at this kind of insignificance of the political
sphere. Whereas a society that opts to exist
spontaneously, in a rather wildcat sort of way
like that, confusedly, but with its own rules,
very much exists, it stands a chance, it can
find new energies in that. Whereas, so long as
it cleaves always to the obstacle of the state, of
institutions, you could virtually go mad today,
particularly over the conflicts in our socialism
which was the final acid test; in short, they’re
going to find, you’ll see, a real politics that will
reconcile state and civil society.
RM: No, but this is the idea of the state
overriding the idea of socialism.
JB: Absolutely, that’s certain. But with
socialism as its alibi, which in a way is worse.
But when you say that, you always get the
same thing: ‘You’re right-wing!’ It’s incredible,
but what the hell? It’s true that it’s worse.
RM: That reminds me of how, during the
French Revolution, they abolished the obligation
to give children saints’ names. Then people in
some regions began to call themselves any old
name: ‘Salsify’, ‘Beetroot’, ‘Grape’, ‘Sunflower’.
That continued for a time, then the authorities
said, ‘That’s not possible,’ and they decided to go
back to the saints.

JB: Ah, they gave themselves names like
that?
RM: Yes. Some poured into the breach
in the official language and, free-spiritedly,
eccentrically, called themselves what they
wanted. They were perhaps manifesting the
same desire you speak of in our graffiti obsessives.
They also remind me of the Strasbourg people
on the hacked Minitel calling themselves ‘Wild
Tigress’ or ‘Dawn Smile’. It wasn’t enough to
overthrow the ancien régime, they had to burst
through the grid of language – through what a
Baudrillardian sans-culotte would have called
the dominant code. The state renamed the days
and the months in the revolutionary calendar
and created a new pantheon of saints, but the
idea of chaos reigning with people re-baptising
themselves was a bit too much – calling yourself
‘Beetroot’ is completely insane! It was nonsense.
So the government went back to the old system
of saints’ names to reestablish the order of
names. Names aren’t free – like your Italian
provinces.
JB: Ah, yes. As soon as you leave the people
alone like that, they do just anything.
Appendix
(From Le Monde, Friday, 4 January 1985,
p. 23)
What a programme! We’re changing our
ways, our civilisation. It’s going on quietly
everywhere, right beside where you are.
Adventure today isn’t the Paris–Dakar rally
or a photo-safari in Kenya. Adventure – the
great game – is Minitel.
In Strasbourg, thousands of people spend
their days and nights sending each other
messages on the electronic Gretel system. It’s
wild. Both sexes, all milieus, all ages are busy
chatting each other up. A unique experiment.
Unique in the world for the moment...
Yet in the beginning there was nothing
particularly exciting. The Minitel? One of
those new instruments of communication
that aren’t much fun. A little TV screen with
a keyboard like a typewriter. You type and
the message comes up on the screen. You can

consult the phone book, use some services,
check your bank account, play games, etc.
In Strasbourg 5,000 Minitels have been
distributed free of charge. The experiment
is being conducted by the regional daily Les
Dernières Nouvelles d’Alsace, which is wanting
to try out an electronic newssheet embellished
with a few extra services. That didn’t arouse
much enthusiasm but suddenly people are
typing away all over the city. Strange messages
are being exchanged, signed by ‘Wild Tigress’,
‘Moonstroke’, ‘Dawn Smile’ and the like. What
is going on?
What is going on is that somebody has
hacked the system invented by Michel
Landaret, the boss of Gretel. By the time
anyone realised, everyone was using it.
Marianne Lamour, special correspondent, and
Eddy Cherki, a sociologist at the CNRS (he has
been working on computer communications
for several years), have carried out a study in
Strasbourg over a number of months, finding
themselves suddenly immersed in ‘a sciencefiction world, in the twenty-first century, on
another planet’.
There’s ‘Ulysses’, a university lecturer,
married with three children, who spends
several hours a day on his Minitel, and ‘Heart
of Gold’, a semi-skilled worker, who has met
a partner for life in ‘Daisy’. There’s ‘Diana the
huntress’, married people, divorcees, widows,
people aged thirty, fifty-seven, seventeen.
Homosexuals, adolescents, cleaning ladies.
With anonymity comes freedom; people
contact others they would never dare approach
in the street. They encounter worlds in which
they wouldn’t normally mix. There’s fun on
Minitel – and fantasy.
People talk about themselves and try
to pick others up. It’s a redoubtable dream
machine. Diabolical too...
We know when it began but we don’t know
when it will finish. A real high-risk game...
Marianne Lamour and Eddy Cherki haven’t
dwelt on the risks. They have seized on,
experienced and made palpable this sort of
transformation of social frameworks, values
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and mentalities – the ‘invisible revolution’
side of things. There are 500,000 Minitels in
France for the moment. The plan is to have
three million by 1986.
Translated by Chris Turner
Notes
1. The French original carried the contextual
subtitle, ‘Le Faubourg St. Antoine, le 10 janvier
1985’. The interviewer makes some play
of the district’s revolutionary associations,
Baudrillard’s involvement in May 1968, and
more recent forms of ‘revolution’ during the
course of the interview.
2. Minitel was a Videotex service operated
by the French postal and telecommunications
authority PTT over telephone lines in
France between 1978 (initially in a pilot area
in Brittany) and 2012. Users were able to
search the telephone directory, make travel
reservations and check stock market prices.
They also had individual mailboxes, which
enabled them to communicate instantaneously
in a way since made possible on a global scale
by the Internet.
3. See Appendix to this interview.
4. The line is from an apocryphal telegram
exchange during World War I: to the Germans’
report on front-line conditions – ‘The
situation here is serious, but not catastrophic’
– the Austrians responded: ‘The situation here
is catastrophic, but not serious.’
Original publication: Robert M. Maniquis.
Original publication: ‘Une conversation avec
Jean Baudrillard: le Faubourg St. Antoine, le
10 janvier 1985’, UCLA French Studies, 2–3,
1984–5, pp. 1–22.
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